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Welcome 
     TO OUR 21ST ANNUAL BULL SALE 
Thank you for taking the time to look through our catalog and consider a 
High Bluff animal for your operation.  We’re in some exciting times as beef 
producers!  The strength of the cattle market, marked by sustained demand 
and strong prices, provides a solid foundation for growth and exciting times 
ahead. We find great fulfillment in being a part of the beef industry. Being a 
multigenerational family business and having our own little one Lainey who 
seems to love cattle just as much as we do, adds an extra layer of significance 
to our work. It’s not just about transactions; it’s about carrying forward our 
families farming operations and a shared passion for the beef industry. As 
you all know in the beef business, it’s not just about the product; it’s about the 
people, the relationships, and the shared love for this remarkable industry.

This year Stephen, myself and his parents Brenda and Herb of Johnson 
Charolais were honored to be chosen by our fellow cattle producers as the 
winner of the Players Club $50,000 bull jackpot.  As we reflect on this exciting 
achievement, we extend our gratitude to our fellow breeders for voting for 
Limitless and to the Manitoba Charolais Association for organzing and 
BoviGen for sponsoring.  We can’t wait to be a part of this great event again 
this fall.  It was also so exciting to take home the Reserve Grand Champion 
Charolais bull at the National Charolais Show with High Bluff Lucky Strike 43L, 
LOT 12 and represent the Charolais bulls out in the President’s Classic with HRJ 
Landslide 310L, LOT 1, who also brought home an Agribition banner. It really 
was a special year on the show front! 

Flipping through the catalog this year you will find HRJ tattoos which is the 
Johnson family tattoo. Stephen and I like a lot of the same things and luckily 
cattle type is one of them! You will find so much consistency between our two 
herds, the HRJ cattle that are in the sale were born at the farm in Inglis and 
will fall under the same breeder guarantee and support as the HBSF tattooed 
bulls. You will also see PAX Angus bulls in the sale from Tyler Digby, while 
Tyler is new to the purebred business don’t let this fool you, there are deep 
genetics in those bulls, and were we ever impressed when we toured his bulls 
and replacement females this winter!  

Whether you are on the search for a foundation female, a junior show prospect 
or to build your herd capacity we encourage you to walk through the heifer 
pen and find what you are looking for. Our heifer pen stands as a testament to 
our focus on practical breeding principles, prioritizing functionality, balance, 
maternal attributes, and efficient movement. 

Stepping into the bull pen is a lot of fun because we are seeing years of work 
on consistency really shine through - they are such a uniform bunch across 
both breeds! The bulls exhibit a noteworthy combination of hair, depth, 
thickness, functional conformation, with a focused emphasis on disposition. 
Consistency is key in our breeding program, and come weaning time we 
expect all our bulls to be heavy hitters, ensuring that each bull will be a 
reliable contributor to the overall quality and success of your herd. Be sure to 
let us know what you are looking for and we’d be happy to help you select your 
next herdsire or female.

The tradition continues,

Erin 

DONNA AND CARMAN started High Bluff 
Stock Farm in 1984. They have worked hard 
to grow their Charolais and Simmental 
purebred herd and grain production to what 
it is today. Carman and Donna are excited to 
be able to farm alongside their family.

ERIN AND STEPHEN   
Erin and Stephen are both farming full 
time at High Bluff Stock Farm.
Their daughter Lainey seems to love 
farming as much as they do.  
 

TOMINA JACKSON   Tomina in an integral 
part of all the day-to-day activities in 
the grain and livestock operations. She 
specializes in being our barn mom and 
chief combine driver and mechanic. She 
spends Wednesdays and her weekends 
working on her Rolling D Workwear line.

FAWN JACKSON  Fawn heads up the High 
Bluff PR department. She manages our 
social media accounts, helps with bull sale 
preparation and makes sure we are getting 
a show string ready to take out in the fall 
so she can spend her holidays doing what 
she loves the most- showing cattle!

ANG BECKER    Ang joined the High Bluff 
team a couple years ago during calving 
season. Turns out the Aussie who started 
not liking being outside during winter has 
had a change of heart and now happily 
tolerates working outside all winter as long 
as it includes working with baby calves.

JULES SMYTH   Jules has been helping 
casually on the farm for around 8 
years. She’s now away at University at 
Oklahoma but we are lucky that she still 
likes to spend her summers at home and 
working at High Bluff during her time off.
Jules is a jack of all trades when it comes 
to our cattle operations and yard duties.

DEL BARBER    Del helps out around the 
farm when he has some down time.  He’s an 
integral part of our harvest crew and helps 
out with feeding or fixing when he can.

ELLA MARZOFF   Ella joined our team this 
winter.  A couple days a week helping with 
calving chores.



CE 4.6 //  BW 0.4  //  WW 59.0  //  YW 109.0 
Milk 22.2 //  MCE 5.5 //  MTL 51.7

CANADIAN CHAROLAIS 2024 BREED AVERAGE

CE 7.7 //  BW 3.6  //  WW 76.8  //  YW 111.5 
Milk 26.1 //  MCE 4.1 //  MWW 64.1

CANADIAN SIMMENTAL 2024 BREED AVERAGE

CE 3.5 //  BW 2.0  //  WW 54  //  YW 95 
MCE 6.8 //  Milk 23

CANADIAN ANGUS 2024 BREED AVERAGE

SELLING 97 LOTS
43 Charolais Yearling Bulls  •  26 Red & Black Simmental Bulls

6 Black Angus Yearling Bulls
14 Charolais Females  •  8 Simmental Females

SALE DAY PHONES
Carman   204 773-6448
Donna    204 773-0017
Erin   204 821-4110
Stephen   780 305-9196
Fawn Jackson Spanish contact 587 435-3296
Tyler Digby, Paxhill Black Angus 250-681-3270
Barb Airey   204 761-1851
Ray Airey   204 724-3600

TRANSCON LIVESTOCK 
Jay Good   403 556-5563
Darren Paget   403 323-3985
Glenn Norton   780 542-0634
Cody Coupland   403 877-0799

BOHRSON MARKETING 
Scott Bohrson  403-370-3010
Nate Marin  306-869-7130 
Martin Bohrson  306-220-7901
Cody Haney  403-845-8806

SALES STAFF
Ward Cutler, Auctioneer  204 851-2614
Kolton McIntosh, Ringman  204 280-0359
Helge By, Charolais Banner  306 584-7937   cell 306 536-4261

WRIGHT LIVESTOCK MARKETING SERVICE 
Jon Wright  306 807-8424

INSURANCE
Lois McRae  204 728-3058
Keystone Livestock Services

ONLINE BIDDING
Mark Shologan, DLMS  780 699-5082

PERFORMANCE Birth weights, 205 day weights, 365 day weights and EPDs 
are provided wherever possible. Current weights will be available sale day.

BREEDING GUARANTEE The bulls are fully guaranteed to be a breeding bull 
as outlined by the Charolais and Simmental Breeder’s Guarantee Guidelines. 
Semen tests will be done when recommended by our veterinarian. High Bluff 
Stock Farm reserves the right to be the first to know about any problems you 
might have with your bull. Should any bull fifteen months of age or over 
fail to prove a breeder after being used on females known to be breeders, 
the matter shall be reported in writing to the seller immediately when the 
problem is detected. The matter shall be reported in writing to the seller, 
enclosing a report prepared by a licensed veterinarian, within six months 
following the date of purchase or date of first exposure, or six months after 
the bull has reached 15 months of age. Any bull that does not prove to be a 
satisfactory breeder will be returned to High Bluff Stock Farm at the buyers 
expense. The seller will have the right and privilege of six months to prove 
the bull a breeder. Should the bull prove to be a breeder, he will be returned to 
the buyer, and the matter will be considered closed. If the bull fails his semen 
test or proves not to be a breeder we will replace your bull with another bull 
of equal quality or lend you a bull to make sure your cows get bred or give 
you a sales credit. No guarantee is given that semen collected from the bull 
will freeze.

BULL PREPARATION We are committed to raising cattle the best we can 
in the environment we have. Animal health, temperament, fitness and 
longevity are important to us and key to our own and our customers success. 
The bulls are developed on a TMR ration of silage, chopped hay, rolled barley, 
corn, minerals and vitamins as well as free choice hay. We work with a 
nutritionist to make sure all of our cattle’s dietary needs are met. We have a 
complete herd health and vaccination program with Roblin Vet Clinic.
Prior to the sale bulls will be measured and inspected by one of the vets at 
Roblin Vet Clinic. All bulls have been treated with Ivermectin once, Clean Up 
once, and fusiguard once and have been pre-breeding vaccinated with Bovi 
Shield Gold One Shot this winter.  Heifers have been treated with Ivermectin 
once, Clean Up once, and and have been pre-breeding vaccinated with Bovi 
Shield Gold One Shot this winter.

TERMS & CONDITIONS The sale will be conducted under the standard 
Transcon Livestock Corp Terms & Conditions. Copies will be available at the 
settlement desk. 

PHOTOS & VIDEOS Pictures taken by High Bluff Stock Farm Crew
Videos taken by John Wright - Wright Livestock Marketing Services Videos 
can be found at cattlevids.ca

RIGHT TO SEMEN We reserve the right to draw semen on any bull in the sale 
for in herd use, at our expense and the buyer’s convenience.

DELIVERY Free delivery to your farm free of charge up to 200 km. Other 
destinations can be arranged at cost. We will Deliver bulls from March 16 to 
May 1st at our convenience. If you are unable to take your bull when we are 
going by you can pick up your bull when it works for you. Board free until 
May 1st or until we are able to deliver your bull- whichever comes first. $5/
day after that. All animals left at the farm after the sale must be insured. The 
High Bluff team will provide the best care we can to the animals that stay on
the farm but all bulls and females become the risk of the buyer once sold.

*
INGLIS

PROVINCIAL ROAD 366

ROBLIN

RUSSELL

West side of Inglis 
behind the skating and 

curling rink. 
Trailer accress through 

the hay pen, south of the 
main yard lane

VIDEOS CAN BE FOUND AT 
cattlevids.ca, 

www.transconlivestock.com 
or bohrson.com



Daryl Snider
780-385-5561

Nate Marin
306-869-7130

Scott Bohrson
403-370-3010

Taylor Richards
306-821-4169

Rob Voice
306-270-6082

Jaxon Payne
306-830-0456

Cody Haney
403-845-8806

Martin Bohrson
306-220-7901

Riley Bohrson
639-213-7777

RR 4, Site 7, Box 28, Olds, AB T4H 1T8   Phone: 306-270-6082  bohrsonmarketing@gmail.com

WELCOME FROM TRANSCON LIVESTOCK

WELCOME FROM BOHRSON MARKETING

High Bluff is a well known name throughout the cattle industry that is related to high quality cattle in both the Charolais and Simmental sectors. This hardworking, 
knowledgeable and driven family is passionate about the agriculture industry nationwide and producing the very best stock at home. We have a great respect for the 
people behind this program as they will surely put their customers first and stand behind their product with integrity and ensure you are a happy customer.

The Jackson family has decades of breeding excellence in Inglis, MB and is well known for raising great females that flat out produces. This productive cowherd has 
emphasized and preached foot quality for a long time and rightfully so as it is so important in the industry and they have generations of strength in that department. 
They are built on good udders and soundness while raising profitable calves annually and in turn, are the genetics that will make their valued customers serious ROI 
when they invest in these genetics. When you lay your eyes on this set of sale bulls; the hair, muscle, balance, dimension and overall consistency is to be commended. 
The set of replacement females on offer are selected off the top of their keeper pen to showcase the strength of their maternal genetics and offer their best to the 
industry but also to display the type of sought after females that you will receive when investing in High Bluff herd bulls. 

They have assembled a strong set once again and to navigate the strength in two different breeds like this is impressive. It truly is a family effort there and their 
approach of raising top genetics has generated a lot of excitement in this years set of sale cattle. We do encourage you to reach out to the High Bluff crew to visit more 
on the offering or any of the sales staff to represent your needs in a professional manner. We look forward to visiting with you more in Inglis, MB which will have 
great hospitality and equally as good cattle from a leading family in the industry. 

Best regards, 
The Bohrson Marketing Team

This multi-generational mixed farming operation has a widely respected reputation for their pride of being agricultural ambassadors and also more officially known 
as “Agvocates”, volunteering their time to conventions and hosting domestic and foreign tours as educational opportunities relative to the industry. They enjoy and 
feel an obligation to their livelihood to do so, taking time aside from raising pedigreed seed and raising registered cattle. 

Their reputation as quality seedstock people is pronounced. This year’s Charolais bulls have a great feature in lot 1, an “Innovation” son, making him a paternal brother 
and stall mate to the recent Player’s Club Champion. He comes highly decorated himself by his own accomplishments as a member of the HBSF/Johnson display team. 

“Ballyhoo” is an impressive specimen of a herdsire to see and he has transmitted his great length, wide toplines and big hips to his sons. These are bulls that will truly 
bring that payweight home for you. “Mescalito” sons are available again, and I’m sure will be popular just as they have been in the past, with their complete phenotype 
and “good look”! It’s great to have a good draft of “Three Thieves” sons again. This bull stamps them to a tee and they are truly the right kind for the industry with their 
big, deep, square hips, masculine profiles and poundmaker tendencies. These will sell early in the day, particularly a member of the aforementioned display team, 
he’s serious herdbull opportunity!  “JJ” has the most sons on that same display team that was campaigned last fall. He is a former sale feature and is owned with the 
reputable MJT program from Edgerton, AB. You’ll like the haircoats on these guys, typical of the HBSF program. For those of you that enjoy “buckskin” calves topping 
the market, male or female, and how that color translates to “green”,  there’s some “horsepower” coming from the big ole soft sided “Chisholm” son cataloged, he’s got 
that great herdbull presence about him, not to mention he’s got the “tools” to measure up!
And let’s throw in a maternal brother to the incredibly, nearly perfectly made, “Casanova”, a former past high-seller to Soderglen Ranches, plus a direct son of this stud.  

Simmental time! These guys really grabbed the public’s attention last year, and even claimed the high seller title on the day. “Driller” @ 10 years old still played his role 
this past breeding season and his top son leads of the Simmi section of the catalog. The quality of these cattle is well known and he being a maternal brother to one of 
the best Red Simmental bulls there ever was, KOP Crosby, tells you they have the solid dynamics of the cow family behind him. And just like his famous brother, the 
progeny are so very quiet, quite the economic trait! And, in essence, an outcross bonus to boot!
“Epic” also once again represents a sire a group. These cattle, even tho widely used as an A.I. sire, is still a different strain from most of the “pigeon-holed” science 
driven pedigrees. The “Epic” cattle posses a wide spread from birth to weaning to yearling on a real life weigh scale. They’ve been impressive and standouts exist in 
this fraternity. We’ve sure enjoyed a mild winter this year, but definitely not the norm, and cattle that have those thick, thick haircoats are the “Playmaker” sons. They 
can handle the prairie winters plus the added performance and growth. A “Playmaker” son was the high selling Red SM Bull last year and the heavyweight of the sale, 
both breeds included. Also in the Simmental section are the “Walk the Line” sons. Expectations were certainly high after this bull sold for a huge price tag, but he’s bred 
as hoped, and in multiple herds. They have a “good look” to them that I think you’ll appreciate. 

The sale certainly has an opportunity to offer “one stop shopping”, not trying to over use the phrase, but a really nice set of Black Angus bulls are offered by Donna’s 
cousin at Paxhill Farms, that have notable sire codes respective to their breed, with calving-ease oriented to performance AN are all included, take your pick and add 
to your cross breeding program. 

Well it took some arm-twisting, not sure exactly to whom, but we finally got the Jacksons to add some heifers to the sale a few years ago. ‘24 will see another group 
of gals, from both breeds, and nicely set in as sisters to the bulls that sell. They also represent the cow families of HBSF! Pretty nice base to build off of if you’re new to 
the business or for those of you wanting to acquire a piece of this excellent cowherd. 

We hope you can attend the sale, but understand it doesn’t always work in your busy schedules, so please feel free to call any of our cell phones to access our highly-
trusted, proven absentee buyer services. This service has been successfully used for decades for many commercial cattlemen. We are happy to discuss the cattle prior 
to your arrival to save you a few steps too if that helps. So, call with anything, anytime, we’re happy to help. 

It’s a “Family Tradition”, see you there,
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Landslide boasts a lineage of champions, backed by quality and 
performance. His sire Innovation, surpassed all expectations with his 
first calf crop; he improves calving ease, passes on his remarkable 
phenotype and creates offspring with unmatched performance. When a 
3 year old cow weans off a bull calf at 1208lbs one can’t help but be excited 
about her and the calf’s future. Whether you’re aiming for championship 
titles or maximizing profitability and maximizing the growth of your 
market cattle, take a close look here. Landslide is no stranger to the show 
ring.  He garnered attention making the finals at the Player Club $50,000 
jackpot at Ag-Ex, where his paternal brother was slapped champion. 
He was breed Champion of the Presidents Classic and Senior Bull Calf 
Champion at Agribition.
PARENT VERIFIED

HRJ LANDSLIDE 310L

CCC WC REDEMPTION 7143 PLD ET PCC INNOVATION 123J  BRCHE BERKLY ANN 8507 PLD ET

HRJ DIRTY HARRY 603D HRJ MISS QUEEN 67H  HRJ MISS QUEEN 638D

Sire Dam
PMC863783  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 310L  •  JANUARY 8, 2023

CE 6.6 //  BW 0.0  //  WW 59  //  YW 120  //  Milk 24 //  MCE 9.7 //  MTL 53

1
bw

93 lbs
adj ww

1018 lbs
adj yw

1602 lbs

PAERNAL BROTHER HRJ LIMITLESS 303L
2024 PLAYERS CLUB CHAMPION $50,000 BULL JACKPOT

LOT 1 HRJ LANDSLIDE 310L LOT 1 HRJ LANDSLIDE 310L
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HIGH BLUFF LEADER OF MEN 31L2
KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

SPARROWS ESCOBAR 429B HIGH BLUFF GETCHA GOOD 138D  HIGHBLUFF GETCHA GOOD 21X

Sire Dam
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

927 lbs
adj yw

1578 lbs

PMC863718  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 31L  •  JANUARY 23, 2023

CE 4.9 //  BW 2.4  //  WW 65 //  YW 129 //  Milk 20 //  MCE 8.8 //  MTL 52

HIGH BLUFF LAW MAKER 56L3
KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

CJC SYMBOL B1067P HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 4H  HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 15Y

Sire Dam
bw

86 lbs
adj ww

894 lbs
adj yw

1380 lbs

PMC871566  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 56L  •  JANUARY 30, 2023

CE 12.4 //  BW -0.7  //  WW 64 //  YW 124 //  Milk 17 //  MCE 12.0 //  MTL 49

When it comes to weaning and 
yearling weights, Leader of Men 
easily comes to the top of the 
pen.  His power, performance 
and growth are undeniable.  He 
really exemplifies what we are 
trying to do in the Charolais 
breed; power, performance, 
growth, hair and disposition.  
He follows the Ballyhoo 
stamp with a softer, more 
rounded muscle shape, a great 
disposition and extra length of 
spine.  His dam is a powerful 
Escobar female.
HOMO POLLED. SIRE VERIFIED

LOT 2

Law Maker is in all of our top bull 
picks and it’s easy to see why.  
His exceptional confirmation, 
muscle expression, depth and 
shape of quarter are admirable.  
He is a good mix of calving 
ease and performance.  Behind 
every great bull is an equally 
impressive dam.  Law Maker 
is a great bull that is backed by 
a great cow family.  His dam is 
a beautiful Esperenza/Symbol 
female that we really appreciate 
for her power, femininity and 
attractiveness.  Last year she 
raised a sale feature heifer 
that sold to Beechinor Bros 
Charolais. A front pasture cow 
with a bright future for sure. 
HOMO POLLED. 
PARENT VERIFIED

LOT 3

FULL SISTER TO DAM 
HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 101E
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HIGH BLUFF LAW ENFORCEMENT 90L4

Law Enforcement is a good 
haired, strong topped, smooth 
made bull with good muscle 
shape.  His dam is a good 
looking, big bodied, no miss 
Triumph 50B daughter.  Every 
year she weans in a bull that 
comes to the top of the pen in 
weaning and yearling weights. 
Power, performance and 
predictability here! 
HOMO POLLED.
PARENT VERIFIED

LOT 4

KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF LAURA 113E  HIGH BLUFF LAURA 20A

Sire Dam
bw

104 lbs
adj ww

918 lbs
adj yw

1526 lbs

PMC872412  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 90L  •  FEBRUARY 6, 2023

CE 4.3 //  BW 2.7  //  WW 77 //  YW 145 //  Milk 18 //  MCE 9.2 //  MTL 57

HIGH BLUFF LINER 48L5

A very complete and properly 
constructed individual. He 
combines muscle shape and 
density, softness and added 
depth through his lower third 
and attractive out through his 
front end. Heavy haired and 
sound to the ground. His dam 
is an exceptional female that 
carries a ton of overall body 
mass and attractive design.
HOMO POLLED.
PARENT VERIFIED

LOT 5

KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

KAYR TESTAMENT 112D HIGH BLUFF FRAN 177F  HIGH BLUFF FRAN 66B

Sire Dam
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

834 lbs
adj yw

1282 lbs

PMC872514  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 48L  •  JANUARY 29, 2023

CE 6.1 //  BW 1.2  //  WW 65 //  YW 119 //  Milk 21 //  MCE 12.3 //  MTL 53

DAM HIGH BLUFF FRAN 177F & 48L
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HIGH BLUFF LOYALTY 125L6
KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 HIGH BLUFF NATASSIA 7E  HIGH BLUFF NATASSIA 143A

Sire Dam
bw

101 lbs
adj ww

872 lbs
adj yw

1417 lbs

PMC871567  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 125L  •  FEBRUARY 15, 2023

CE 8.3 //  BW 1.2  //  WW 71 //  YW 136 //  Milk 20 //  MCE 11.2 //  MTL 56

HIGH BLUFF LAW AND ORDER 40L7
KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P HIGH BLUFF BUSTER 65G  HIGH BLUFF BUSTER 2E

Sire Dam
bw

94 lbs
adj ww

847 lbs
adj yw

1266 lbs

PMC872383  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 40L  •  JANUARY 26, 2023

CE 13.2 //  BW -0.9  //  WW 67 //  YW 124 //  Milk 18 //  MCE 11.6 //  MTL 52

A smooth made Ballyhoo son 
with great length of body, 
muscle shape and hair coat.  A 
good mix of calving ease and 
performance.  His dam High 
Bluff Natassia 7E is a favourite 
around here.  We have bred her 
5 different ways and each way 
works and they rank highly in 
weaning and yearling weights.  
After 4 bulls in the bull sale the 
last 4 years she finally gave us 
another female, a great looking 
Innovation heifer calf we are 
excited about already.  Natassia 
has a friendly disposition and 
exceptional udder quality and 
is solid in her structure.  We 
really love our Triumph cows 
and she comes to the top of our 
favourites. 

LOT 6

Law and Order is a bull that 
really caught our eye all 
summer and fall.  If you are 
looking for a bull to sire a set 
of market cattle that with some 
calving ease, growth and eye 
appeal then take a look at lot 7. 

LOT 7

DAM HIGH BLUFF NATASSIA 7E
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This bull commands attention and respect.  It’s hard to find a fault in 
him.  His style, presence, and herd bull look is undeniable.  He is nice 
headed and has a good disposition and is easy to work with.  Take a look 
at his birth date and actual numbers - for a late February calf he sure has 
a lot of performance.  Lukenbach is out of a female that is paving her own 
path, Dandy 960G. Her first two sons were retained and now herd bulls 
within the Johnson Charolais program; as well her maternal brother HRJ 
Holy Water 55H was the National Champion Bull in 2021. She’s a beautiful, 
big tanky, hairy cow with a nice udder.  Top end herdsire prospect here!  
HOMO POLLED.  PARENT VERIFIED

HIGH BLUFF LEOPOLD 64L

WC MILESTONE 5223 P CCC MESCALITO 9038 P  WC CCC SWEETHEART 6166 P ET

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 HIGH BLUFF MS TRIUMPH 131C  P-3 MS SPECIALIST 1-100Y      

Sire Dam
PMC872461  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 64L  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2023

CE -1.3  //  BW 3.4  //  WW 63  //  YW 115 //  Milk 21 //  MCE 5.2 //  MTL 52

The Triumph x Mescalito cross worked well to create a consistent set of bulls 
that have style, thickness, muscle shape and grow.  Sure to sire a group of 
stylish market animals.  His dam is a feminine, moderate, angular Triumph 
daughter who is deep bodied and sound footed with a beautiful udder.    

LOT 9

HRJ LUCKENBACH 3134L

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF JACK DANIELS 124J  LEGL MISS MAJOR 24Y

PRO-CHAR RONALDO 53E HRJ DANDY 960G  JWX DANDY 70D      

Sire Dam
PMC873281  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 3134L  •  FEBRUARY 24, 2023

CE 2.5 //  BW 1.3  //  WW 65  //  YW 115  //  Milk 20 //  MCE 5.0 //  MTL 53

9
bw

105 lbs
adj ww

920 lbs
adj yw

1348 lbs

8
bw

102 lbs
adj ww

969 lbs
adj yw

1590 lbs

SIRE HIGH BLUFF JACK DANIELS 124J
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Lieutenant is a bull that you aren’t going to miss if you tour the bull 
pen.  A bull you really have to admire him for that herdsire look, overall 
dimension and body mass.  He has a nice masculine skull, is attractive 
in design and solid in confirmation.  His dam is a beautiful, feminine, 
near perfect uddered Triumph female with a great track record.  She has 
become a no miss cow that raises a calf that comes to the top of the pen 
every year.  We’re excited about her Keystone bull for the 2025 bull sale 
already.  HOMO POLLED. PARENT VERIFIED

HIGH BLUFF LEONARDO 72L

WC MILESTONE 5223 P CCC MESCALITO 9038 P  WC CCC SWEETHEART 6166 P ET

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 HIGH BLUFF TRIUMPH 134F  HIGH BLUFF HANK 106U

Sire Dam
PMC872462  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 72L  •  FEBRUARY 2, 2023

CE 1.1  //  BW 3.0  //  WW 68  //  YW 124 //  Milk 21 //  MCE 5.6 //  MTL 55

A super stylish, soft made, deep middled bull with added length who is 
already showing great maturity. Leonardo is going to add feed efficiency to his 
offspring.  High Bluff Triumph 134F comes from a very consistent producing 
cow family that can be traced back many generations.  134F is a nice looking 
Triumph female with a good udder.  We love what Triumph has done for our 
program - the bulls are good, the females are good, and the bulls off of the 
Triumph females are good.   

11
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

822 lbs
adj yw

1398 lbs

LOT 11

HIGH BLUFF LIEUTENANT 9L

WC MILESTONE 5223 P CCC MESCALITO 9038 P  WC CCC SWEETHEART 6166 P ET

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 HIGH BLUFF LADY SLIPPER 72F  HIGH BLUFF LADYSLIPPER 56C

Sire Dam

PMC872388  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 9L  •  JANUARY 14, 2023

CE 3.5 //  BW 1.9  //  WW 70  //  YW 132  //  Milk 24  //  MCE 7.8  //  MTL 59

10
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

855 lbs
adj yw

1415 lbs

DAM HIGH BLUFF LADY SLIPPER 72F

  •  CHAROLAIS BULLS  •
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“Lucky” got his name the day he was born, and we’re sure glad things 
turned out well!  He’s a bull that has always looked on point.  He combines 
added length, big topped, square stout hip, overall body mass and is 
attractive in his makeup. Lucky is so well designed out through his front 
third topped off with a great skull.  He has a big solid foot under him.  His 
dam is a powerful female that has calved every year first cycle and has had 
a female for the replacement pen or a bull for the sale every year for the 
last 6 years.  Lucky’s full sister comes to the top of the 2yr olds and a stout 
made full brother is on the ground this year. His maternal sister High Bluff 
Ladyslipper 72F is the dam to lot 10.  Expect performance and consistency 
with these genetics! PARENT VERIFIED

HIGH BLUFF LUCKY CHARM 63L

HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

SPARROWS ESCOBAR 429B HIGH BLUFF SUELLEN 139F  HIGH BLUFF SUELLEN 150Z      

Sire Dam

PMC872510  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 63L  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2023

CE 8.8 //  BW -0.6  //  WW 51  //  YW 102 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 8.3 //  MTL 50

A more moderate sized bull that is smooth made, nice headed, clean fronted 
that has a ton of hair and natural muscling.  He’s backed by a hairy, good 
looking, beautiful uddered Escobar dam and her dam 150Z was a beautiful, big 
middled, hairy, Esperenza female.  Hair should be locked into this pedigree!  
The Suellen cow family has been a very consistent producing cow family 
for us that has been around for a long time and can be traced back many 
generations. 

LOT 13

HIGH BLUFF LUCKY STRIKE 43L

HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

WINN MANS CUERVO 663Y HIGH BLUFF LADYSLIPPER 56C  HIGH BLUFF LADYSLIPPER 47Z      

Sire Dam

PMC863717  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 43L  •  JANUARY 27, 2023

CE 6.6 //  BW -0.3  //  WW 54 //  YW 105 //  Milk 27 //  MCE 8.3 //  MTL 54

13
bw

98 lbs
adj ww

784 lbs
adj yw

1271 lbs

12
bw

102 lbs
adj ww

869 lbs
adj yw

1493 lbs

RESERVE CHAMPION MB AG EX 2024 43L
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HIGH BLUFF LUCKY STAR 160L14
HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF NATASSIA 191H  HIGH BLUFF NATASSIA 95D

Sire Dam
bw

90 lbs
adj ww

949 lbs
adj yw

1450 lbs

PMC872515  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 160L  •  MARCH 4, 2023

CE 8.3 //  BW -0.6  //  WW 60  //  YW 109  //  Milk 21 //  MCE 8.9 //  MTL 51

HIGH BLUFF LUCKY ME 189L15
HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

CJC SYMBOL B1067P HIGH BLUFF LADY SLIPPER 128F  HIGH BLUFF LADY SLIPPER 50Y

Sire Dam
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

808 lbs
adj yw

1429 lbs

PMC873057  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 189L  •  MARCH 27, 2023

CE 6.4 //  BW 0.8  //  WW 58 //  YW 103 //  Milk 29  //  MCE 8.3  //  MTL 58

We get pretty excited when a 
March calf looks and performs 
this well.  In our pen he ranked 
3rd at weaning and 7th at 
yearling weight time.  Lucky 
Star is an attractive bull that 
is easy to find in the pen.  
He’s a nicely made bull who 
is smooth but well muscled 
and soft sided, clean fronted 
with a good looking skull who 
is SUPER hairy.  He’s from the 
Natassia cow family that needs 
no introduction around her.  
This cow family is known for 
producing high quality cattle 
with a little extra punch.  His 
dam’s full sibling was the high 
seller at our bull sale 2 years 
ago to Heinz and Sons. Lucky 
Star has a beautiful Monsoon 
maternal sister that we are 
really excited about. 

LOT 14

Lucky Me gets it right from the 
ground up on a stout base. He 
sets down so well on all fours 
and moves out in great fashion 
with the added muscle. A bull 
that comes out of his front end 
with style and grace and ties 
into a smooth flat shoulder.  His 
dam is a powerful and beautiful 
Symbol x Esperenza female that 
has caught the eye of many 
people touring our pastures.  
This is her 4th bull for the bull 
sale.  Her last year’s bull went 
to long time bull customer 
Leonard Zdan.  She looks like 
the type of cow that should 
successfully keep on producing 
top end bulls for the sale.  She’s 
a powerful and tanky female.   

LOT 15

MATERNAL GRANDDAM 
HIGH BLUFF NATASSIA 95D
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HIGH BLUFF LOADED UP 145L16

Loaded Up is loaded with all 
the qualities and attributes 
that one strives to achieve. 
Big topped, square hipped, 
bold sprung in his fore rib and 
wrapped in a heavy haired 
package.  All summer him and 
his dam caught our eye.  Easy to 
know why when he weaned in 
at 1020 lbs.  His dam HBSF 154B 
is a big bodied female that is 
known for producing offspring 
with extra body, thickness, 
shape and hair.  
HOMO POLLED. 
PARENT VERIFIED

LOT 16

HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

SCX DUKE 138P HIGH BLUFF BUSTER 154B  HIGH BLUFF BUSTER 97Y

Sire Dam
bw

106 lbs
adj ww

942 lbs
adj yw

1376 lbs

PMC872512  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 145L  •  FEBRUARY 25, 2023

CE 3.6  //  BW 0.4  //  WW 50 //  YW 93 //  Milk 27 //  MCE 6.7  //   MTL 52

HIGH BLUFF LUCK NOW 88L17

In the business that is paid by 
the pounds Luck Now is one 
business minded individual. 
Amongst his peers he ranked 
second at weaning and second 
at yearling. Serious cattleman 
take note this is one bull that 
will increase that bottom line 
and improve profitability in 
that next calf crop.  His dam is 
a cow that always looks great 
in the pasture.  I think we 
have pictured her almost every 
summer.  She is a big, beautiful 
Triumph daughter that goes 
back to a big beautiful Hank 
cow.  While her bull calf has 
a bit more birthweight, she is 
one of our biggest females, so 
percentage wise he’s only 5.5% 
of her weight.  

LOT 17

HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 HIGH BLUFF JIVE 138C  HIGH BLUFF JIVE 90X

Sire Dam
bw

110 lbs
adj ww

959 lbs
adj yw

1557 lbs

PMC872509  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 88L  •  FEBRUARY 5, 2023

CE 2.9  //  BW 1.8  //  WW 57 //  YW 110  //  Milk 22 //  MCE 8.2  //  MTL 51

DAM HIGH BLUFF JIVE 138C

MATERNAL BROTHER 
HIGH BLUFF GUINESS 162G
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  •  CHAROLAIS BULLS  •

HIGH BLUFF LADDIE 154L18
HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

HIGH BLUFF EL PASO 15E HIGH BLUFF LAURA 65H  HIGH BLUFF LAURA 81C

Sire Dam
bw

94 lbs
adj ww

902 lbs
adj yw

1313 lbs

PMC872385  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 154L  •  FEBRUARY 28, 2023

CE 9.6  //  BW 0.0  //  WW 54 //  YW 104 //  Milk 22 //  MCE 12.9 //  MTL 49

HIGH BLUFF THREE THIEVES 183L19
HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF CARLA 144H  HIGH BLUFF CARLA 22C

Sire Dam
bw

98 lbs
adj ww

896 lbs
adj yw

1433 lbs

PMC872511  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 183L  •  MARCH 21, 2023

CE 7.5 //  BW 0.6  //  WW 63 //  YW 113  //  Milk 20 //  MCE 10.0 //  MTL 51

The consistency in the Three 
Thieves sons over the years 
has been hard to beat. Laddie 
carriers on that consistency 
with hair, hip, overall softness 
and attractiveness.  His dam is 
a good looking El Paso daughter 
that goes back to the powerful 
Laura cow family.  

LOT 18

A younger bull that gives 
up nothing to his older 
counterparts. He is bold in rib 
shape and dimension through 
his lower third. Has extra depth 
and width through his chest 
floor that transpires to feed 
efficiency and growth in his 
offspring to come.  A bull that 
we thought might be too young 
for the bull sale but is really 
keeping up with his older pen 
mates so we decided to include 
him in the sale.  The Triumph x 
Three Thieves cross is working 
well here!

LOT 19
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Let Em Talk has to be one of the stoutest, heaviest muscled and easy 
doing bulls on offer. He is explosive in muscle pattern, shape and 
density. Bulls built like this while still maintaining that “look” are 
becoming harder and harder to find. Let Em Talk has had that herd bull 
presence and masculinity from day one and was a pasture favourite of 
many.  If you want in on our exciting young herdsire High Bluff JJ here’s 
your chance! We’re so excited about how JJ is breeding.  His dam is a 
beautiful Triumph 50B daughter that goes back to the Gellia cow family.  
His grand dam has a standout Casanova bull on offer this year.  
PARENT VERIFIED

HIGH BLUFF LIGHT EM UP 33L

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J  DRDLEDGERSTAR942D

D R MONSOON 45 HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 140H  HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 66F

Sire Dam
PMC863727  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 33L  •  JANUARY 24, 2023

CE 9.7  //  BW -0.6  //  WW 72  //  YW 117 //  Milk 28 //  MCE 6.3  //  MTL 64

An individual right from the start that 
displayed so much quality. It would be hard 
to find a hole in Light Em Up, with his overall 
completeness; dense yet smooth muscle 
pattern, depth of body and wooly hair coat.  
The consistency of the JJ calves structurally, 
disposition and hair coat wise is something we 
strive for.  This is his dam’s second whopper of 
a bull in 2 years.  Her first bull was our lead off 
bull at last year’s bull sale that sold to Prairie 
View Charolais.  An Esperenza female that we 
are excited about!  She is a beautiful Monsoon 
female from the ever so popular Esperenza 
cow family.  PARENT VERIFIED

LOT 21

HIGH BLUFF LET EM TALK 1L

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J  DRDLEDGERSTAR942D

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF GELLIA 80H  HIGH BLUFF GELLIA 8D 

Sire Dam
PMC863728  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 1L  •  JANUARY 14, 2023

CE 2.7 //  BW 3.7  //  WW 73  //  YW 124  //  Milk 22  //  MCE 6.8 //  MTL 59

21
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

856 lbs
adj yw

1409 lbs

20
bw

104 lbs
adj ww

914 lbs
adj yw

1474 lbs

PATERNAL GRANDSIRE 
GAME ON 78G

LOT 20 HIGH BLUFF LET EM TALK 1LPATERNAL GRANDDAM 942D
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The quality in this bull is second to none. The more time you spend 
analyzing Level Up the more a person comes to realize how good he truly 
is. The phenotype and structure is near perfect; starting from the ground 
up he sets down so square on all fours with great depth of heel and moves 
up into a skeletal structure that is near faultless. Level Up is big topped, 
stout, square hipped then comes down into superb depth of twist and 
flank. His dam needs little to no introduction; there are good cows, great 
cows and then the cows that set themselves apart from all the rest like 
Esperenza 15Y!   Level Up is a true testament to the artistry of breeding. 
HOMO POLLED. PARENT VERIFIED

HIGH BLUFF LUCAS 119L

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J  DRDLEDGERSTAR942D

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 HIGH BLUFF TRIUMPH 3E  HIGH BLUFF HD 115A

Sire Dam
PMC871565  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 119L  •  FEBRUARY 13, 2023

CE 7.7  //  BW 0.2  //  WW 74  //  YW 126 //  Milk 20 //  MCE 7.6 //  MTL 57

Lucas combines a balanced physique and 
exceptional musculature design that will 
make him a versatile asset for any breeding 
program. Like all the JJ sons, Lucas displays 
great maturity and development at a young 
age.

23
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

812 lbs
adj yw

1335 lbs

LOT 23

HIGH BLUFF LEVEL UP 162L

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J  DRDLEDGERSTAR942D

WINN MANS ESPERENZA 835U HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 15Y  HIGHBLUFF MS ORGINAL 4T

Sire Dam

PMC863719  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 162L  •  MARCH 6, 2023

CE 10.4 //  BW -0.8  //  WW 52  //  YW 92  //  Milk 25  //  MCE 7.6  //  MTL 51

22
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

820 lbs
adj yw

1383 lbs

DAM HIGH BLUFF TRIUMPH 3E

DAM HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 15Y

  •  CHAROLAIS BULLS  •
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HIGH BLUFF LUKE 21L24

Luke has the look! As the days 
pass closer to the sale this 
bull continues to improve in 
a manner that is moving him 
towards a top individual of 
the pen. He is big ribbed, bold 
sprung and great structured. 
Be sure to inspect his birth to 
weaning spread. The Deputy 
sons are the real deal; with 
next to none assisted births on 
three calf crops and impeccable 
growth curves.
HOMO POLLED.

LOT 24

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P KAYR DEPUTY 716G  KAYR COVERGIRL 716E

CCC MESCALITO 9038 P HIGH BLUFF CARLA 27J  HIGH BLUFF CARLA 41E

Sire Dam
bw

89 lbs
adj ww

807 lbs
adj yw

1480 lbs

PMC871571  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 21L  •  JANUARY 21, 2023

CE 12.1  //  BW -0.8  //  WW 75  //  YW 127  //  Milk 19 //  MCE 10.0  //   MTL 56

HIGH BLUFF LOGAN 103L25

Length of spine in cattle equates 
to more pounds in pay weight 
and Logan has the stretch to 
add to the profitability. Laura 
137J carried this guy right 
along to an impressive ActWW 
of 1020, no easy task for any 
cow even more impressive for 
a 2yr old with her first calf. 
Power and performance with 
the smoothness and structural 
design of calving ease.
HOMO POLLED.
PARENT VERIFIED

LOT 25

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P KAYR DEPUTY 716G  KAYR COVERGIRL 716E

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF LAURA 137J  HIGH BLUFF LAURA 1D

Sire Dam
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

958 lbs
adj yw

1481 lbs

PMC872472  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 103L  •  FEBRUARY 8, 2023

CE 11.2  //  BW 0.2  //  WW 64  //  YW 112  //  Milk 23 //  MCE 9.8  //  MTL 55

MATERNAL GRANDSIRE & 
SIRE TO HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J 
HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G
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HIGH BLUFF LEO 37L

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P KAYR DEPUTY 716G  KAYR COVERGIRL 716E

HVA THREETHEIVES 66F HIGH BLUFF SCHATZI 218J  HIGH BLUFF SCHATZI 151A

Sire Dam
PMC872516  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 37L  •  JANUARY 25, 2023

CE 16.2  //  BW -3.5  //  WW 65  //  YW 112 //  Milk 22 //  MCE 12.7 //  MTL 54

A bull that combines calving ease, length, structural soundness and is backed 
by a winning cow family. Leo ranks in the top 2% of breed for calving ease but 
gives up nothing on performance. It is quite astounding Leo came in the this 
fall at an impressive Act ww of 960 even after losing his beautiful dam early 
in the summer to unexpected circumstances.

26
bw

85 lbs
adj ww

864 lbs
adj yw

1350 lbs

LOT 26

HRJ LEWIS 351L

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P KAYR DEPUTY 716G  KAYR COVERGIRL 716E

HIGH BLUFF GRAND DESIGN 58G HRJ APPLE SPICE 1117J  HRJ APPLE SPICE 521C

Sire Dam
PMC873061  •  SCURRED  •  HRJ 351L  •  JANUARY 17, 2023

CE 8.0  //  BW -0.8  //  WW 69  //  YW 120 //  Milk 19 //  MCE 6.2 //  MTL 54

The job the 2yr old females did this year was quite remarkable considering 
the relatively dry conditions they had to overcome in the summer months. 
Lewis is one performance orientated individual, with tremendous length, 
heavy haired and displaying great maturity.

27
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

940 lbs
adj yw

1485 lbs

LOT 27

HRJ LIGHTS OUT 385L

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P KAYR DEPUTY 716G  KAYR COVERGIRL 716E

SPARROWS KINGSTON 139Y HRJ MISS FANCY 645D  HRJ MISS FANCY 433B

Sire Dam
PMC873060  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 385L  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2023

CE 14.5  //  BW -3.3  //  WW 59  //  YW 102 //  Milk 27 //  MCE 10.5  //  MTL 56

Lights Out is a calving ease specialist. His pedigree is stacked with a number 
of sires that were successfully used on many heifer pens across an array of 
herds. Moderate in stature yet bold shape and dimension. His dam is a great 
uddered, super sound female that has produced a number of top end bulls in 
past years. HOMO POLLED. PARENT VERIFIED

28
bw

76 lbs
adj ww

810 lbs
adj yw

1303 lbs

LOT 28
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Luxembourg is loaded with quality. One of the heaviest haired bulls on 
offer that is stout in his make up. One can really appreciate him for the 
length of body, level top and attractiveness out through his front third. 
One of the first things that he will gain attention from is his super 
attractive skull design; short and broad muzzle. His sire Joaquin 133J who 
is a maternal sib to lot 8, sired a great first crop of calves with every 
daughter being retained for replacement females. Maternally stacked 
pedigreed top and bottom. 
HOMO POLLED. PARENT VERIFIED

HRJ LARSON 3102L

TR CAG CARBON COPY 7630E ET HRJ JUSTICE 104J  HRJ SODA POP 4A

KAYR DEPUTY 716G HRJ APPLE SPICE 136J  HRJ APPLE SPICE 520C

Sire Dam
PMC873059  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 3102L  •  FEBRUARY 8, 2023

CE 11.3  //  BW -1.9  //  WW 69  //  YW 112 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 8.1 //  MTL 59

A unique breeding piece that adds a slightly 
outcross pedigree to this year’s sale. The 
Deputy females are on a path to production; 
they surpassed our expectations in their 
first year of production with the calves they 
brought in this past fall. 3102L is so smooth 
in his design while still having plenty of 
performance.

LOT 30

HRJ LUXEMBOURG 371L

KAYR DEPUTY 716G HRJ JOAQUIN 133J  HRJ DANDY 960G

WRANGLER THE CHOSEN ONE 50E PARSONS HILLARY 23H  DYV PAYNES EMOTION 28E

Sire Dam
PMC867259  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 371L  •  JANUARY 22, 2023

CE 8.0  //  BW -0.8  //  WW 71  //  YW 116  //  Milk 20  //  MCE 7.3  //  MTL 56

30
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

962 lbs
adj yw

1522 lbs

29
bw

91 lbs
adj ww

977 lbs
adj yw

1455 lbs

SIRE HRJ JUSTICE 104J

SIRE HRJ JOAQUIN 133J
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There is a lot to like in this Casanova son.  He has a great look and depth 
of quarter, a natural softness, and a great hair coat.  A couple of our 
favourite things about Casanova offspring is their get up and go right 
after birth, the consistent set of bulls that have always been well received 
by our top commercial cattlemen and the beautiful set of Casanova 
females in our herd.  Legolas dam is a big volume Escobar female that 
has a look and presence about her that makes her a front pasture type 
female with a proven track record.

HRJ LAREDO 3142L

TR CAG CARBON COPY 7630E ET HRJ JUSTICE 104J  HRJ SODA POP 4A

KAYR DEPUTY 716G HRJ MISS MIRANDA 101J  HRJ MISS MIRANDA 9100G

Sire Dam
PMC873058  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 3142L  •  MARCH 25, 2023

CE 13.8  //  BW -3.3  //  WW 66  //  YW 104 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 10.1 //  MTL 58

One of the most attractive and uniquely designed bulls in the pen. 3142L 
has a head turning look and presence about him that is hard to miss. His 
skeletal design and structure from the ground up is what really sets this 
bull apart from many; don’t let his age interfere with analyzing this bull, 
the quality in him is very deep. Heavy haired, stout hipped and robust in 
his forerib and center of body. A bull that we thought long and hard about 
retaining in our herd. HOMO POLLED. 

32
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

928 lbs
adj yw

1496 lbs

LOT 32

HIGH BLUFF LEGOLAS 19L

SILVERSTREAM GEDDES G102 HIGH BLUFF CASANOVA 13C  HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 15Y

 SPARROWS ESCOBAR 429B HIGH BLUFF GELLIA 8D  HARVIE MS GELLIA 12W

Sire Dam

PMC871568  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 19L  •  JANUARY 21, 2023

CE 7.1 //  BW 1.1  //  WW 57  //  YW 103  //  Milk 22  //  MCE 7.9  //  MTL 51

31
bw

104 lbs
adj ww

785 lbs
adj yw

1375 lbs

SIRE HIGH BLUFF CASANOVA 13C

  •  CHAROLAIS BULLS  •
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HIGH BLUFF LOCK AND LOAD 54L

SCR TUFFY 0119 SCR TRIUMPH 2135  SCR MS BABY DOLL 7140

KKK BRONCO 2204 P HIGH BLUFF BRONCO 71E  HIGH BLUFF MISS DUKE 75C

Sire Dam
PMC872386  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 54L  •  JANUARY 29, 2023

CE 5.4  //  BW 1.1  //  WW 71  //  YW 138 //  Milk 15 //  MCE 6.7 //  MTL 50

Some things don’t get old around here, 
we really appreciate a good Triumph 
bull.  The hair, the muscle shape, the 
length, the structure, the disposition, it 
just works.  Our Triumph daughters in 
our herd are a testament of the Triumph 
legacy.  Good looking, powerful females 
that have a strong production record and 
good longevity.  Lock and Load did what 
we have come to expect from our Triumph 
bulls, he weaned in heavy at 1110 lbs, he had 
a yearling weight of 1500 lbs and he looked 
good doing it.   HOMO POLLED.

33
bw

100 lbs
adj ww

924 lbs
adj yw

1506 lbs

LOT 33

HIGH BLUFF LEVI 86L

SCR TUFFY 0119 SCR TRIUMPH 2135  SCR MS BABY DOLL 7140

SHSH HD 14Y HIGH BLUFF STONE ANGEL 64B  HIGH BLUFF STONE ANGEL 128W

Sire Dam
PMC871572  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 86L  •  FEBRUARY 5, 2023

CE 5.5  //  BW 0.6  //  WW 76  //  YW 137 //  Milk 21 //  MCE 5.8 //  MTL 59

This is the seventh registered calf off of this Stone Angel dam, and she raises 
them right for the commercial and purebred producer alike! A full brother 
to this calf collected an Agribition banner and was just such an impressive 
individual we wanted to try this pairing again. HD cows raise herd bulls 
that  have the right look to them, lots of masculinity and hair and natural 
muscling.  The HD x Triumph cross has been well received by our commercial 
cattlemen.   

34
bw

93 lbs
adj ww

835 lbs
adj yw

1403 lbs

LOT 34

HIGH BLUFF LINCOLN 106L

LT RUSHMORE 8060 PLD CCC TRIED AND TRUE 8507 P  WC CCC SWEETHEART 6644 P ET

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF JADE 107J  HIGH BLUFF EXPRESS 106A

Sire Dam
MC872394  •  HORNED  •  HBSF 106L  •  FEBRUARY 9, 2023

CE 7.9  //  BW 1.3  //  WW 65  //  YW 105 //  Milk 33 //  MCE 5.9  //  MTL 66

A Tried and True son that is exactly just that 
when it comes to proven pedigrees; tried, 
true and  proven. The Game On females 
in the herd might be limited in quantity 
but the quality they bring to the table is 
limitless. Lincoln is the type of sire that 
will add the extras to his offspring; extra 
length of spine and that little extra frame 
that some cows may be needing to create 
those market topping steers. 

35
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

850 lbs
adj yw

1440 lbs

LOT 35

SIRE OF LOTS 33 & 34 
SCR TRIUMPH 2135

SIRE SCCC TRIED AND TRUE 8507
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Lango is a very complete High Bluff El Paso son with a 9 year old Bronco 
dam who has 7 registered calves to her name, all of which have been 
born in the first cycle.  Longevity and fertility are big in our books.  Lango 
has a lot of the characteristics that we really appreciate about El Paso 
cattle; length of body, strong topped, style and a good hair coat.  

HIGH BLUFF LAWLESS 45L

WINN MANS SKAGGS 663X SPARROWS ESCOBAR 429B   SPARROWS ANGEL 58T

SHSH HD 14Y HIGH BLUFF MARY 17F  HIGH BLUFF MERRY 31Z

Sire Dam
MC871569  •  HORNED  •  HBSF 45L  •  JANUARY 28, 2023

CE 0.2  //  BW 3.2  //  WW 64  //  YW 122 //  Milk 21 //  MCE 4.7 //  MTL 53

Here is an individual that embraces everything that a horned bull brings to 
the table. Heavy haired, big hip, sound on the travel and a clean tidy sheath. 
Lawless is a very nice package out of a dam who knows what she’s doing, last 
year she raised a pen favourite, High Bluff Kane, who sold to Mike Denbow. 

37
bw

102 lbs
adj ww

832 lbs
adj yw

1280 lbs

LOT 37

HIGH BLUFF LANGO 97L

SPARROWS ESCOBAR 429B HIGH BLUFF EL PASO 15E  HIGH BLUFF ORGINAL 4U

KKK BRONCO 2204 P HIGH BLUFF BRONCO 3C  HIGH BLUFF HD 115A

Sire Dam

PMC871562  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 97L  •  FEBRUARY 7, 2023

CE 5.1 //  BW 2.1  //  WW 56  //  YW 104  //  Milk 17  //  MCE 9.1  //  MTL 45

36
bw

106 lbs
adj ww

838 lbs
adj yw

1376 lbs

SIRE HIGH BLUFF EL PASO 15E

  •  CHAROLAIS BULLS  •
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HIGH BLUFF LOUIS 139L

DC/MD SHARK F1366 P DC/MD CHISHOLM H1386 P  DC/MD MS MAGASTRO F1526

CCC TRIED AND TRUE 8507 P HIGH BLUFF RED MAJOR 156J  HIGH BLUFF RED MAJOR 121G

Sire Dam
PMC872513  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 139L  •  FEBRUARY 20, 2023

CE 10.8  //  BW 0.6  //  WW 77  //  YW 135 //  Milk 32 //  MCE 9.4 //  MTL 71

Outcross red factors genetics that get back to basics and get the fundamentals 
right. With Louis it starts in the most crucial place at the ground and works 
its way up from there. He sets down square on all four with a big hoof, great 
bone and a fluidity in his movement that is admirable. When it comes to 
colored bulls it is hard to find one with the look; that is bold in dimension 
and maintains a softness throughout. Louis has the gains that the feeders 
of the world can only dream about; he has the highest weight per day of age 
at 4.7lbs! A bull we rate very high and feel has a bright future ahead of him. 

38
bw

90 lbs
adj ww

900 lbs
adj yw

1588 lbs

LOT 38

HIGH BLUFF LIVE WIRE 7L

HRJ FAN FAVOURITE 804F HRJ THE JUDGE 111J  HRJ BRIDGET 614D

HBSF RED RIVER 61Z HIGH BLUFF FRAN 66B  ROLLING D FRAN 16P

Sire Dam
PMC873056  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 7L  •  JANUARY 16, 2023

CE -5.0  //  BW 4.2  //  WW 70  //  YW 117 //  Milk 23 //  MCE 2.5 //  MTL 57

Live Wire was an early maturing bull that 
has had that herdbull presence and drive 
since he was a young calf. Tremendous 
length of body, solid foot structure and 
heavy haired.  His name was inspired by his 
vocal herdbull presence.   

39
bw

93 lbs
adj ww

963 lbs
adj yw

1396 lbs

LOT 39

HIGH BLUFF LEXION 105L

HRJ FAN FAVOURITE 804F HRJ THE JUDGE 111J  HRJ BRIDGET 614D

HARVIE RED VINAZA 48Y HIGH BLUFF PEACHES 21C  HIGH BLUFF PEACHES 114Z

Sire Dam
MC871570  •  HORNED  •  HBSF 105L  •  FEBRUARY 9, 2023

CE -1.8  //  BW 3.3  //  WW 74  //  YW 127 //  Milk 27 //  MCE 2.7 //  MTL 64

Keep the color and add the profitability. 
A very complete son of HRJ Judge that has 
that extra shape, stoutness, solid color and 
wooly hair. His sire was added to the AI list 
last year for his muscle pattern, hair coat 
and strong maternal background. 

40
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

878 lbs
adj yw

1289 lbs

LOT 40 DAM HIGH PLUFF PEACHES 21C

SIRE HRJ THE JUDGE 111J
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HRJ LAGER 384L

KAYR DEPUTY 716G HRJ JOAQUIN 133J  HRJ DANDY 960G

SOS APEX PLD 139F HRJ MISS LOVE 126J  HRJ MISS LOVE 923G

Sire Dam
PMC873274  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 384L  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2023

CE 8.3  //  BW -1.2  //  WW 68  //  YW 109 //  Milk 19 //  MCE 6.2 //  MTL 54

Combination of calving ease and performance. Lager is great in his phenotype 
and displays impressive masculinity. He is level topped, small headed, 
smooth shouldered and carries one heck of a hair coat.  Raised by just a first 
calf heifer; we would say his dam did more than a superb job this year. 
HOMO POLLED. PARENT VERIFIED

41
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

943 lbs
adj yw

1496 lbs

LOT 41

HIGH BLUFF LEGION 133L

CCC MESCALITO 9038 P HIGH BLUFF JENNINGS 102J  HIGH BLUFF PEACHES 186F

HIGH BLUFF ENFORCER 103E HIGH BLUFF MAJOR 127G  LEGL MISS MAJOR 24Y

Sire Dam
PMC872436  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 133L  •  FEBRUARY 19, 2023

CE 2.1  //  BW 2.5  //  WW 63  //  YW 115 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 8.4 //  MTL 57

A bull that offers a couple different breeding options with strong red and tan 
females in his background.  His dam is a good looking tan Enforcer female 
who had a sharp looking female in last year’s sale. His dark red Grand-dam 
raised Jack Daniels who sold to Johnson Charolais and Kilkenny who sold to 
LEJ Charolais.  

42
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

810 lbs
adj yw

1303 lbs

LOT 42

HIGH BLUFF LOCASH 117L

CCC MESCALITO 9038 P HIGH BLUFF JENNINGS 102J  HIGH BLUFF PEACHES 186F

HARVIE RED VINAZA 48Y HIGH BLUFF MISS RED MAJOR 111C  LEGL MISS MAJOR 24Y

Sire Dam
QPMC872410  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 117L  •  FEBRUARY 9, 2023

CE 3.4  //  BW 2.6  //  WW 60  //  YW 110 //  Milk 23 //  MCE 9.5  //  MTL 53

If you are looking to keep a bit of colour in your cowherd then take a look 
here.  Locash is out of a beautiful, dark coloured, large bodied, quiet, Red 
Vinaza female with a beautiful udder.  Recommended for mature cows.   

43
bw

112 lbs
adj ww

828 lbs
adj yw

1269 lbs

LOT 43
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HIGH BLUFF LAURA 153L

WC MILESTONE 5223 P CCC MESCALITO 9038 P  WC CCC SWEETHEART 6166 P ET

HIGH BLUFF CASANOVA 13C HIGH BLUFF LAURA 27E  ROLLING D LAURA 941W

Sire Dam
PFC872517  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 153L  •  FEBRUARY 28, 2023

CE 0.2  //  BW 4.2  //  WW 62  //  YW 116 //  Milk 23 //  MCE 8.6 //  MTL 55

Here’s the heifer that first catches your eye when you walk in the pen with 
her stylish front end. But then get behind her and you’ll see that she backs 
that style up with punch through the back quarter. Her Grandam is Rolling 
D Laura 941W who has the production record you dream of all your females 
having, and something we really look for when bull and female shopping.  
She weaned and registered 11 calves in a row and calved to the 1st cycle at 
13 years of age.  Last year she was awarded the Charolais dam of distinction 
award. Her dam, 27E is a beautiful, moderate Casanova female with a very 
nice udder and a good disposition.  We are very happy with our Casanova 
females in our herd and in our opinion she comes to the top of the Casanova 
females quite easily.  

44
bw

102 lbs
adj ww

725 lbs
adj yw

1076 lbs

LOT 44

HIGH BLUFF LADY BUG 131L

CCC MESCALITO 9038 P HIGH BLUFF JENNINGS 102J  HIGH BLUFF PEACHES 186F

CRYSTAL D PIERCE 40P JWX LADY BUG 1124B   CSS LADY JR NAVIGATOR 24Y

Sire Dam
PFC872529  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 131L  •  FEBRUARY 19, 2023

CE 1.5  //  BW 2.4  //  WW 59  //  YW 97 //  Milk 19 //  MCE 10.4 //  MTL 49

This heifer is front loaded with style and lots of dimension throughout. She is 
backed by a good looking, tan, big bodied dam from Wilgenbusch Charolais. In 
her 6 years of production has had four impressive bull calves who have gone 
through the bull sale, one female who is back working in our herd and now 
this impressive female. There’s a lot of tan genetics behind her, including her 
sire High Bluff Jennings who is as handsome as they come tan bull out of 
a powerful and beautifully uddered tan female, the mating possibilities are 
endless for long term profitability. 

45
bw

89 lbs
adj ww

700 lbs
adj yw

1081 lbs

LOT 45

HIGH BLUFF LADY 59L

RBM TR RHINESTONE Z38 TR MR RHINESTONE 4658B  TR CC MS AUBREY 3761A ET

CEDARLEA TY COBB 78C WRANGLER MS LADY 145J  WRANGLER MS LADY 32A

Sire Dam
PFC872648  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 59L  •  JANUARY 31, 2023

CE 14.3  //  BW -3.1  //  WW 61  //  YW 116 //  Milk 26 //  MCE 10.2  //  MTL 56

This Lady is one cool and unique heifer!  She has an elegant look to her that 
is really quite special.  We really appreciate the femininity of the female and 
the character of her skull and how it comes out of such an attractive front 
third. She is a standout heifer from the beautiful dam we purchased at the 
Wrangler herd dispersal. Don’t hold back on this front pasture female, if 
you’re looking for one to hang a halter on, she’s your lady. Invest in a heifer 
that combines the practicality demanded in the field with the flair that could 
lead to show ring success. 

46
bw

80 lbs
adj ww

719 lbs
adj yw

1122 lbs

LOT 46

Charolais Heifers Get behind these ladies and get them moving and we know you will be just as excited about their 
futures as we are. We dug deep into the heart of our herd for some true treasures so don’t be shy in asking us or the sale crew for our 

thoughts on each heifer’s potential.
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HIGH BLUFF KIANNA 20L

KEYS BALLYHOO 77D KEYS BALLYHOO 104H  MISS KEY BRANDY 65A

HIGH BLUFF ENFORCER 103E HIGH BLUFF RUDY 172G  HIGH BLUFF RUDY 89A

Sire Dam
PFC872524  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 20L  •  JANUARY 21, 2023

CE 7.7  //  BW 1.3  //  WW 66  //  YW 127 //  Milk 22 //  MCE 10.7 //  MTL 55

A beautiful heifer with a ton of capacity out of our exciting Ballyhoo herdsire. 
We expect a ton of potential from this heifer, in particular we think this is 
exactly the kind of female who goes out and raises a whopper of a bull calf 
or the next foundation female. She’s deep, big topped, moves beautifully and 
still has style. Her dam is a big bodied High Bluff Enforcer x Rudy Female who 
has raised an impressive Monsoon bull for her first calf and her second calf, 
a heifer, went back into our herd. 

47
bw

90 lbs
adj ww

649 lbs
adj yw

1068 lbs

LOT 47

HIGH BLUFF JIVE 149L

SCR TUFFY 0119 SCR TRIUMPH 2135  SCR MS BABY DOLL 7140

HIGH BLUFF CASANOVA 13C HIGH BLUFF JIVE 81E  HIGH BLUFF JIVE 139Y

Sire Dam
PFC872520  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 149L  •  FEBRUARY 26, 2023

CE 3.2  //  BW 1.3  //  WW 73  //  YW 133 //  Milk 19 //  MCE 3.9 //  MTL 56

A balanced Triumph female who has the predictable genetics to crack it out of 
the park year after year. The Triumph x Casanova genetics just work.  Every 
time.  The last two females raised by High Bluff Jive 81E went to Anchor D 
Simmentals and Harmon Charolais and there’s good reason that purebred 
operations are after her genetics, both the Casanova and Jive cattle around 
here are no miss batters on both the bull and female side. Combine that with 
Triumph and you have a beauty of a female on your hands. Triumph females 
are known for their longevity, good nature and excellent udders.  

48
bw

96 lbs
adj ww

768 lbs
adj yw

1127 lbs

LOT 48

HRJ MISS PARIS 342L

WINN MANS LANZA 610S SPARROWS KINGSTON 139Y  SPARROWS DELIGHT 374P

KAYR DEPUTY 716G HRJ MISS PARIS 117J  HRJ MISS PARIS 990G

Sire Dam
PFC873062  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 342L  •  JANUARY 15, 2023

CE 7.0  //  BW -0.6  //  WW 57  //  YW 103 //  Milk 30 //  MCE 6.3  //  MTL 59

This is a long bodied fancy Paris female and is the first Paris female to ever 
be sold. You won’t want to miss the chance because this cow family has 
produced impressive sires like Crowd Favourite, Fan Favourite, Widowmaker 
and Limitless. To give you further insight on what this cow family can do, 
Crowd Favourite won Legends of the Fall at Farm Fair and  was a two time RBC 
Top Ten Qualifier; once as a calf and again as a yearling and he has also sired 
an Agribition Grand Champion Charolais Female. Don’t miss this first chance 
to have a Paris in your pasture! 

49
bw

91 lbs
adj ww

761 lbs
adj yw

1097 lbs

LOT 49
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HIGH BLUFF LACEY 76L

WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P KAYR DEPUTY 716G  KAYR COVERGIRL 716E

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HAPPY HAVEN TRIUMPH 7J  HAPPY HAVEN EVELYNE 42E

Sire Dam
PFC872527  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 76L  •  FEBRUARY 3, 2023

CE 12.5  //  BW -1.9  //  WW 67  //  YW 109 //  Milk 16 //  MCE 8.2 //  MTL 50

A hairy, soft made, balanced female with a lot of attractiveness through her 
front. Her dam, a 50B Triumph female was purchased from Happy Haven 
at the No Boarders Sale where she was presented with her dam.  We have 
had such good luck with both our Triumph and Deputy bulls and heifers- 
predictable genetics here!  

50
bw

80 lbs
adj ww

676 lbs
adj yw

1004 lbs

LOT 50

HIGH BLUFF KATE 27L

HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J  DRDLEDGERSTAR942D

HIGH BLUFF EL PASO 15E HIGH BLUFF EL PASO 8H  HIGH BLUFF HD 96A

Sire Dam
PFC872528  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 27L  •  JANUARY 22, 2023 •  TWIN

CE 4.7  //  BW 2.5  //  WW 71  //  YW 115 //  Milk 26 //  MCE 8.2 //  MTL 62

We’re so excited about how JJ is breeding, his calves are a consistent bunch, 
they calve with ease and are whoppers at weaning when it’s pay day for the 
commercial cattle producer. We expect this heifer with genetics from the 
heart of our herd to be able to wean in big bill paying calves that her sire is 
becoming so well known for. She is a nice overall balanced heifer with great 
disposition and confirmation.

51
bw

65 lbs
act ww

730 lbs
act yw

920 lbs

HIGH BLUFF HUSSI 92L

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF HENDRIX 152H  HIGH BLUFF ESPERENZA 15Y

MVX COUGARHILL HANK 720G HIGH BLUFF HUSSI 86J  SKW HUSSY 85E

Sire Dam
PFC872521  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 92L  •  FEBRUARY 6, 2023

CE 8.5  //  BW -0.6  //  WW 57  //  YW 102 //  Milk 20 //  MCE 7.5  //  MTL 48

This beautiful heifer is moderate in her design but big in volume and 
dimension.  Her sire, Hendrix is working hard at Howe Coule Charolais and 
doing a cracker of a job there! Her dam is a Hank x Hussie female that we 
like a lot.  She is hairy and correct with a really nice udder.  Her granddam 
is a beautiful female that has been a consistent producer and a lights out 
udder.  The combination of these genetics is maternal strength, femininity 
and longevity that will produce a front pasture female.  

52
bw

76 lbs
adj ww

682 lbs
adj yw

1010 lbs

LOT 51

LOT 52

LOT 53

HIGH BLUFF LADY SLIPPER 120L

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 SCX TRIUMPH 50B  SCX MISS HILO 128W

HBSF EXPRESS 77X HIGH BLUFF LADY SLIPPER 44A  HIGH BLUFF ORGINAL 4U

Sire Dam
PFC872519  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 120L  •  FEBRUARY 13, 2023

CE 0.9  //  BW 2.5  //  WW 66  //  YW 122 //  Milk 14 //  MCE 4.5  //  MTL 47

A heavy haired and feminine female with added length through her spine 
who is moderate in her design that is backed by a good looking, big bodied 
Lady Slipper female.  The Lady Slipper cow family has been a solid and 
predictable cow family for us.  

53
bw

93 lbs
adj ww

622 lbs
adj yw

964 lbs
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HIGH BLUFF WILLOW 94L

JSR ESTRADA 52E HOPEWELL STRADA 48H  MAIN LANZA VERMILLION 647D

TURNBULL’S ELITE 322E CEDARLEA WILLOW 12J  CEDARLEA WILLOW 52A

Sire Dam
PFC872650  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 94L  •  FEBRUARY 7, 2023

CE 6.4  //  BW -0.6  //  WW 69  //  YW 133 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 2.6 //  MTL 59

At the inaugural Friends of the Canadian Charolais Foundation sale we bought 
a couple of sale credits.  One from Cederlea and one from Wrangler and we 
ended up with two exceptional females to add to our program who both had 
heifer calves.  What a great job a first calf heifer did! We really admire this 
heifer for elegance and attractiveness.  We expect this female to look like her 
beautiful Cederlea dam, deep bodied and lots of shape, easy keeping with a 
beautiful udder.    

54
bw

93 lbs
adj ww

763 lbs
adj yw

1105 lbs

HRJ DANDY 380L

TR CAG CARBON COPY 7630E ET HRJ JUSTICE 104J  HRJ SODA POP 4A

HRJ CROWD FAVOURITE 515C HRJ DANDY 191J  JWX DANDY 70D

Sire Dam
PENDING  •  POLLED  •  HRJ 380L  •  JANUARY 22, 2023

This stunning heifer with a bit of extra length to her comes from one of 
Johnson’s most influential up and coming cow families. Her dam is a 
Crowd Favourite off of Holy Water’s maternal sister. Holy Water was the 2021 
National Champion Charolais bull winning at Agribition. Lots to love about 
the pattern and potential of this beautiful heifer!

55
bw

89 lbs
adj ww

810 lbs
adj yw

1040 lbs

HIGH BLUFF SCHATZI 168L

HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

BHD MAGNUM SON B142 P HIGH BLUFF SCHATZI 162E  HIGH BLUFF SCHATZI 75X

Sire Dam
PFC872522  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 168L  •  MARCH 12, 2023

CE 5.0  //  BW 1.3  //  WW 57  //  YW 121 //  Milk 22 //  MCE 10.9 //  MTL 51

Schatzi means sweetheart in German so here’s your chance to have your very 
own Schatzi! This female has a track record behind her that’s hard to beat 
with both sides of her pedigree consistently producing high sellers in our 
bull and female sale. Her full brother was our high seller a couple years ago 
to Turnbull Charolais and we have her full sister working in our herd.  Three 
Thieves sons have been well received by purebred and commercial customers 
alike. We know you’re going to love this Schatzi, she’s a beautiful female with 
a lot of versatility for future breeding. 

56
bw

102 lbs
adj ww

752 lbs
adj yw

1210 lbs

HIGH BLUFF CARLA 186L

HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B HVA THREETHEIVES 66F  HVA WHISTLE 66A

SCX TRIUMPH 50B HIGH BLUFF CARLA 41E  HIGH BLUFF CARLA 13A

Sire Dam
PFC872518  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 186L  •  MARCH 24, 2023

CE 10.1  //  BW -1.1  //  WW 69  //  YW 122 //  Milk 21 //  MCE 10.4  //  MTL 55

Look at the balance and style of this Three Thieves heifer. Her dam is a 
beautifully uddered, big bodied female from the Carla cow family that has 
consistently produced top notch progeny for our bull and female sale. Her 
first bull calf was part of our Agribition show string who went on to work at 
Bar M7 farms. High Bluff Luke 21L is an impressive bull selling in this year’s 
sale and is also from the Carla cow family. 

57
bw

89 lbs
adj ww

688 lbs
adj yw

1038 lbs

LOT 54

LOT 55

LOT 56

LOT 57

  •  CHAROLAIS FEMALES  •
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We’re starting the Simmental portion of the catalog off with one of our 
favourites.  Luxor is in all our top bull picks and it’s easy to see why.  
His herdsire look, exceptional confirmation, muscle expression, depth 
and shape of quarter are admirable.  He really exemplifies what we are 
trying to do when breeding cattle; combine style, good structure, power, 
performance, growth, hair and disposition.  
His dam is a family favourite - Ms. Splash is a friendly and gentle cow 
that is always up for a scratch. She goes back to the Lashes/Muchmore 
cow family who are some of our most beautiful and consistent producing 
females.  This cow family has exceptional longevity, structure, fertility and 
moderates birthweight.  Her bull in the 2023 bull sale was one of our high 
sellers to Niwa Ranching.  
PARENT VERIFIED. NON-DILUTER. HOMO POLLED

HIGH BLUFF LEGIT 29L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

IPU LIEUTENANT 24E EGC RED LASHES 61H   EGC RED LASHES 77B

Sire Dam
PG1457036  •  POLLED  •  EGC 29L  •  JANUARY 22, 2023

CE 6.4 //  BW 3.8 //  WW 76 //  YW 117 //  Milk 20.6 //  MCE 1.9 //  MWW 59

LOT 59

HIGH BLUFF LUXOR 93L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

HARVIE JDF SPLASH 108B EGC BLACK LASHES 36G  EGC RED LASHES 118E

Sire Dam
PG1457028  •  POLLED  •  EGC 93L  •  FEBRUARY 7, 2023

CE 6.6 //  BW 5.1 //  WW 78.4 //  YW 118.9 //  Milk 20.1 //  MCE 1.5 //  MWW 59.3

59
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

799 lbs
adj yw

1381 lbs

58
bw

98 lbs
adj ww

899 lbs
adj yw

1430 lbs

DAM EGC BLACK LASHES 36G

PARENT VERIFIED. NON-DILUTER. HOMO POLLED
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Maternal Brothers
LOTS 59 • 60 • 61

 

LOT 61

HIGH BLUFF LEAD ME ON 84L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

IPU LIEUTENANT 24E EGC RED LASHES 141H   EGC RED LASHES 77B

Sire Dam
PG1457114  •  POLLED  •  EGC 84L  •  FEBRUARY 4, 2023

CE 4.3 //  BW 5.0 //  WW 88 //  YW 126 //  Milk 22.9 //  MCE 0.7 //  MWW 66.7

60
bw

100 lbs
adj ww

969 lbs
adj yw

1455 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LEAVE IT TO ME 104L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

IPU LIEUTENANT 24E EGC RED LASHES 122H  EGC RED LASHES 77B

Sire Dam
PG1457060  •  POLLED  •  EGC 104L  •  FEBRUARY 8, 2023

CE 7.5 //  BW 3.4 //  WW 78 //  YW 118 //  Milk 21.4 //  MCE 2.3 //  MWW 60.7

61
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

879 lbs
adj yw

1417 lbs

Take a look at lots 59, 60 and 61.  Three bulls that are genetically full 
siblings.  We have flushed and bred the grand dam of these three bulls, 
Lashes 77B, a number of different ways and it has always worked.  Her 
Lieutenant daughters, the dams of these three bulls, are beautiful, near 

identical females that are moderate, feminine, big capacity females with 
gorgeous udders.  We think these three bulls are a testament to exactly 
why we wanted to combine Driller with the Lieutenant x 77B genetics, 

they are cattle that everyone can love. They are easy keeping, easy to look 
at and consistent, consistent, consistent. You’re going to love the group 
of calves these boys will sire. The calves will wean in impressively off 

these boys but also take another look here if you’re looking to build your 
replacement female pen, we can’t say enough good about the females we 

know you’ll get off of these bulls. 

  •  SIMMENTAL BULLS  •

DAM RED LASHES 122H

PARENT VERIFIED. NON-DILUTER
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HIGH BLUFF LEGEND BUILDER 101L62

When you walk in the pen this 
Driller bull calf will be one of 
the first ones you find. He’s 
dark dark red and stout as they 
come. A pen favorite here for 
the natural mass, masculinity 
and style he has. Yearling 
weigh day he was in the top 
5 heaviest bulls - 4 of which 
were separated by 5 pounds.  
He weaned in at 1100 lbs and 
was 1570 on yearling weigh 
day putting him in the top 
1-2% for yearling weight and 
weaning weight respectively. 
91G, who is a Red Summit, 
raised a nicely patterned, dark 
red bull calf for our 2022 sale. 
We are excited to see how this 
beautiful young dam keeps 
on cranking them out! As for 
all the Driller bulls, he always 
leaves his mark of docility and 
excellently structured animals 
and that is certainly displayed 
in Legend Builder, he has a nice 
big foot under him. This is an 
impressive bull, take a good 
look here.  
PARENT VERIFIED
NON-DILUTOR

LOT 62

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B EGC DAISY DUKE 91G  EGC DAISY DUKE 48B

Sire Dam
bw

105 lbs
adj ww

963 lbs
adj yw

1665 lbs

PG1457049  •  POLLED  •  EGC 101L  •  FEBRUARY 8, 2023

CE 4.4 //  BW 6.7 //  WW 99.3 //  YW 162.8 //  Milk 23.4 //  MCE 1.7 //  MWW 73.1

HIGH BLUFF LANCASTER 39L63

Lancaster is the Driller x Red 
Lashes combo and if you’ve 
been through our catalog before 
we could probably stop writing 
this description now because 
you know the predictability, 
longevity, easy doing and 
docility of the combination of 
these two pedigrees. This is 
a dark red, nicely patterned 
herdsire prospect that we like 
a lot.  The group of Driller bulls 
on offer are so similar, such 
a strong consistent herdsire 
group.  We were really hoping 
that half of the 2023 Driller 
calves would be females, but 
that wasn’t the case.  Whether 
you are searching for your next 
herdsire to sire bulls, market 
cattle or replacement females 
Lancaster will be a good fit.  
PARENT VERIFIED
NON-DILUTOR

LOT 63

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

RUST BULL 66Z EGC LASHES 6C  EGC MS MUCHMORE 72P

Sire Dam
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

874 lbs
adj yw

1442 lbs

PG1457021  •  POLLED  •  EGC 39L  •  JANUARY 26, 2023

CE 7.5 //  BW 3.7 //  WW 76.5 //  YW 117.0 //  Milk 19.4 //  MCE 3.7 //  MWW 57.7
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  •  SIMMENTAL BULLS  •

HIGH BLUFF LAWTON 121L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B EGC BONNIE 49F  EGC BONNIE 18D

Sire Dam
PG1457033  •  POLLED  •  EGC 121L  •  FEBRUARY 13, 2023

CE 4.4 //  BW 5.7 // WW 83.8 //  YW 127.9 //  Milk 18.4 // MCE 2.0 // MWW 60

Take a look at this dark red soggy fellow from our Bonnie cow family. He’s 
got a nice skull, tons of hair and lots of predictability baked into his pedigree. 
You’ve really got to appreciate the next level balance and correctness of the 
cattle that have the combination of Driller and Red Summit in their pedigree. 

64
bw

106 lbs
adj ww

883 lbs
adj yw

1384 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LINEBACKER 123L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

IPU RED DEPUTY 25C EGC BONNIE 48H  EGC BONNIE 49F

Sire Dam
PG1457030  •  POLLED  •  EGC 123L  •  FEBRUARY 14, 2023

CE 3.5 //  BW 6.3 // WW 89.5 //  YW 134.0 //  Milk 23.1 // MCE -0.1 // MWW 68

The dam of lot 64, 121L, is a daughter of Linebacker’s dam, you can see the 
resemblance in these all but full brothers! Dark red, lots of testicles, and an 
impressive hind quarter - Driller puts a nice hip in all his bulls.  His dam is a 
good looking Red Deputy female.  

65
bw

106 lbs
adj ww

953 lbs
adj yw

1423 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LOUISVILLE 124L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

RUST HENN RAMBLER 6003 EGC RAMBLER 73G  EGC BEST WESTERNSON 100B

Sire Dam
PG1457041  •  POLLED  •  EGC 124L  •  FEBRUARY 15, 2023

CE 5.4 //  BW 5.2 // WW 80.0 //  YW 120.2 //  Milk 22.2 // MCE 2.7 // MWW 62

His maternal brother sold in last year’s sale and he too had an impressive 
hind quarter with great muscle definition. From all the bulls on this page 
you really can get a good look at the consistency of dark,deep, big quartered, 
nicely patterned, just plain good bulls that we get out of this sire group. 

66
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

865 lbs
adj yw

1433 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LAST RIDE 134L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

REMINGTON GENERALLEE 106T EGC LASHES 27H    EGC LASHES 6C

Sire Dam
PG1457026  •  POLLED  •  EGC 134L  •  FEBRUARY 19, 2023

CE 5.5 //  BW 4.8 // WW 69.3 //  YW 104.6 //  Milk 21.9 // MCE 3.2 // MWW 57

The Driller x Lashes combo shines through in this very solid fella. Last Ride 
is an impressive calf, with lots of quarter, a great head and a strong top.  We 
sure are disappointed that this is Driller’s last natural calf crop.  The big dog 
finally lost a fight.  We’ll sure miss watching him walk in the pasture - he 
was just so fluid in his movement.  Driller is the quietest bull we have ever 
had, a gentle personality who was always up for a scratch.  Last ride dam 
is a maternal sib to lot 63. His dam had an impressive Epic bull calf in last 
year’s sale that sold to M and J Farms. 2 good bulls in 2 years - she’s off to a 
great start!  

67
bw

98 lbs
adj ww

846 lbs
adj yw

1347 lbs

LOT 64

LOT 65

LOT 66

LOT 67
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Lefty is a bull you are sure to find in the pen. And you’ll probably ask is 
he really out of a first calver? You really have to appreciate him for his 
presence, mass, softness and haircoat.  Lefty is a bull that displayed great 
herd bull character and masculinity from a young age.  He’s always been a 
favourite around here, and every time we see him in the pen we like him 
a bit more.  When you start looking at his numbers and what a first calf 
heifer did you like him even more.  On both weaning and yearling weigh 
days he was the heaviest bull in the pen - out of the Simmis and Chars!  
Lefty weaned in at 1160 giving him an ADJWT of 998 and a yearling weight 
of 1575 giving him an ADJYW of 1619. He’s in the top 20% for CE, BWT, WWT 
and YWT.  

HIGH BLUFF LATITUDE 143L

R PLUS VENOM 4006B MRL PLAYMAKER 36G  MRL MISS 4335B

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X EGC RED LASHES 77B  EGC MS MUCHMORE 72P

Sire Dam
PTG1457122  •  POLLED  •  EGC 143L  •  FEBRUARY 24, 2023

CE 8.5  //  BW 2.6  //  WW 80  //  YW 121 //  Milk 24 //  MCE 3.7  //  MWW 64

The Playmaker sons are a nice combination 
of calving ease and performance, backed 
by a solid set of EPD’s.  Playmaker calves 
are born dark red, easily and have great 
get up and go when born. This calf is long 
and masculine and out of one of our most 
dynamic cow families that no matter how 
we breed them they give us extremely 
functional cattle that go out and work hard 
year after year.  
HOMO POLLED. PARENT VERIFIED. 

LOT 69

HIGH BLUFF LEFTY 14L

WS ALL ABOARD B80 WS EPIC E152  WS MAJESTIC Z133

MRL PLAYMAKER 36G EGC RED LASHES 75J  EGC RED LASHES 77B

Sire Dam
PG1457043  •  POLLED  •  EGC 14L  •  JANUARY 19, 2023

CE 11.1 //  BW 0.8 //  WW 87.8 //  YW 133.6 //  Milk 21.5 //  MCE 5.8 //  MWW 65

69
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

845 lbs
adj yw

1354 lbs

68
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

998 lbs
adj yw

1619 lbs

Lefty is out of our favorite Playmaker x 77B daughter.  A dark red, big bodied, hairy female with a great disposition.  She’s been a favourite of ours around 
since birth and has secured her spot with her production record.  She’s part of the Lashes cow family that needs no introduction around here.  This cow 
family is known for their longevity, exceptional structure and producing top end progeny.  Check out the other bulls her maternal sisters raised on this page.  
PARENT VERIFIED. NON-DILUTER. HOMO POLLED. 

DAM EGC RED LASHES 75J

DAM EGC RED LASHES 77B
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  •  SIMMENTAL BULLS  •

HIGH BLUFF LONE STAR 114L70
R PLUS VENOM 4006B MRL PLAYMAKER 36G  MRL MISS 4335B

SUNVILLE DRILLER EGC JEMMA 38F  EGC WALLBANGER 14C

Sire Dam
bw

100 lbs
adj ww

902 lbs
adj yw

1366 lbs

PG1460452  •  POLLED  •  EGC 114L  •  FEBRUARY 11, 2023

CE 5.8 //  BW 4.9 //  WW 88.6 //  YW 130.0 //  Milk 22.4 //  MCE 2.8 //  MWW 66.7

HIGH BLUFF LITTLE JOE 127L71
R PLUS VENOM 4006B MRL PLAYMAKER 36G  MRL MISS 4335B

SUNVILLE DRILLER  EGC MUCHMORE 53F  EGC MUCHMORE 76B

Sire Dam
bw

98 lbs
adj ww

939 lbs
adj yw

1462 lbs

PG1457034  •  POLLED  •  EGC 127L  •  FEBRUARY 17, 2023

CE 5.8 //  BW 4.9 //  WW 91.3 //  YW 138.4 //  Milk 26.5 //  MCE 3.1 //  MWW 72.2

Lonestar is a standout solid red 
bull that exudes masculinity 
and character.  He has a 
great masculine look to him.  
Lonestar boasts impressive 
thickness, depth, and a striking 
dark coat of hair. His dam is a 
gorgeous Driller female with 
a great udder.  She looks just 
like what you want your next 
herdsire’s dam to look like.  
Whether you are looking to 
make beautiful replacement 
females, add some masculinity 
and character and dark colour 
to your bull calves or make a 
great set of market cattle take 
a look here!  Lonestar has the 
qualities and backing to help 
elevate your breeding program.  

LOT 70

Introducing Little Joe, a 
standout bull who is near the 
top of the class in both yearling 
and weaning weight. His dam 
is a nice looking Driller female 
with a distinctive blaze face and 
a great temperament. Notably, 
Little Joe’s dam produced last 
year’s heaviest bull High Bluff 
Kaboom, one of our highest-
selling Simmentals in 2023 to 
D Double J Ranch. With another 
impressive son on the rise, 
Little Joe’s dam is one we’re 
excited about. 
Little Joe got his mom’s very 
easy going disposition.  He was 
one of the first bulls we tried to 
picture with Lainey on my back 
and he took 10 steps into the 
picture pen, looked at the nice 
big fresh straw pack and laid 
down.  He’s a nicely made bull 
that we think would be a good 
fit for a lot of herds. 

LOT 71

DAM EGF JEMMA 38F
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High Bluff Legend 58L is an outstanding bull with exceptional lineage that 
we are sure proud to have raised. Legend is sired by Mader Walk the Line 
and hails from our esteemed Wanda cow family. His dam, 11G, is a big, 
beautiful female with an extremely quiet disposition who calved again 
first cycle with another WTL bull we are excited about already.  In our 
minds the Driller x Wanda x Walk the Line x Darlin genetics really clicked.  
The origins of the Wanda family date back to the Friday Night Lights 
sale, where the original Wanda was acquired from Harvie Ranching for 
her incredible foot structure—a trait consistently passed down through 
subsequent generations. 

HIGH BLUFF THE LAST FRONTIER 70L

MADER WALK THIS WAY 224B MADER WALK THE LINE 92J  IRCC DARLIN’ 613D

KOP BEST WESTERNSON 119Z EGC BEST WESTERN 88E  EGC WALLBANGER 14C

Sire Dam
PG1457048  •  POLLED  •  EGC 70L  •  FEBRUARY 2, 2023

CE 11.9  //  BW 0.8  //  WW 87  //  YW 129 //  Milk 27 //  MCE 8.0  //  MWW 70

A moderate, smooth made Walk the Line bull with that money making blaze.  
His dam is a tanky blaze face female that has a proven track record of always 
bringing in a top performing calf every year.  She has a Walk the Line heifer 
calf on her this year who is the pen pet.  Walk the Line calves arrive moderate 
in size and often a few days early.  HOMO POLLED.

LOT 73

HIGH BLUFF LEGEND 58L

MADER WALK THIS WAY 224B MADER WALK THE LINE 92J  IRCC DARLIN’ 613D

SUNVILLE DRILLER EGC WANDA 11G  HARVIE EGC WANDA 49D

Sire Dam
PG1457022  •  POLLED  •  EGC 58L  •  JANUARY 31, 2023

CE 6.5 //  BW 4.6 //  WW 108.5 //  YW 162.1 //  Milk 28.0 //  MCE 4.1 //  MWW 82

73
bw

86 lbs
adj ww

845 lbs
adj yw

1443 lbs

72
bw

94 lbs
adj ww

938 lbs
adj yw

1492 lbs

Standing squarely on his impressive foot, Legend exudes softness, masculinity, muscle and possesses the right style. He has a moderate birth weight but 
punched his way into the top 1% of the breed for both weaning and yearling weight.  When we got home from Agribition we toured around the bull pen 
and said we really should have shown simi’s this year.  We are really very proud of our simmental bull pen this year and we feel Legend comes to the top 
of our bull pen, albeit with some tough competition!  With a highly sought after blend of genetics, structure, and aesthetics you won’t want to miss the 
opportunity on this one. HOMO POLLED.  NON DILUTER. PARENT VERIFIED. 

DAM EGC WANDA 11G
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  •  SIMMENTAL BULLS  •

HIGH BLUFF LANDMARK 36L74
MADER WALK THIS WAY 224B MADER WALK THE LINE 92J  IRCC DARLIN’ 613D

SWAN LAKE DR STAN 111A EGC MS MUCHMORE 81F  EGC MS MUCHMORE 72P

Sire Dam
bw

95 lbs
adj ww

927 lbs
adj yw

1428 lbs

PG1457046  •  POLLED  •  EGC 36L  •  JANUARY 24, 2023

CE 9.4 //  BW 2.5 //  WW 95.5 //  YW 135.9 //  Milk 29.5 //  MCE 5.8 //  MWW 77.3

HIGH BLUFF LENNOX 148L75
MADER WALK THIS WAY 224B MADER WALK THE LINE 92J  IRCC DARLIN’ 613D

RUST HENN RAMBLER 6003 EGC RED LASHES 75F  EGC RED LASHES 2W 

Sire Dam
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

946 lbs
adj yw

1410 lbs

PG1457042  •  POLLED  •  EGC 148L  •  FEBRUARY 26, 2023

CE 7.8 //  BW 3.0 //  WW 91.8 //  YW 127.7 //  Milk 27.7 //  MCE 5.2 //  MWW 73.6

Landmark is a standout bull 
with a notable pedigree that 
pushed the scales down hard 
weaning and yearling time. His 
dam holds a special place as the 
11th natural calf of ‘Chubby’ EGC 
72P,  the Muchmore Female, 
the matron of the Lashes cow 
family, that really took our 
Simmental program to the next 
level with her highly desirable 
confirmation, calving ease 
and ability to bring in one of 
the biggest calves each fall. 
Landmark is sired by Walk the 
Line, bringing a blend of exciting 
genes to the table. Don’t miss 
the opportunity to incorporate 
this exceptional bull, carrying 
the legacy of Chubby, Darlin’ 
and Walk the Line, into your 
breeding program.   We think 
that Landmark will sire a great 
group of attractive, growthy 
market animals or exceptional 
replacement females.  
HOMO POLLED.

LOT 74

A hairy, smooth made Walk the 
Line bull that pushed the scale 
down hard at weaning.  When 
we saw Walk the Line as a calf 
at Agribition we were impressed 
to say the least.  When we saw 
all the Walk the Line calves 
this year at Agribition we were 
equally impressed.  The bulls 
are good and the heifers are 
good.  Walk the Line worked 
so well in so many herds.  It’s 
pretty neat to think of how 
much of an impact one bull can 
have in the industry in just a 
couple years.  
HOMO POLLED.

LOT 75

DAM EGC MS MUCHMORE 81F
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We were blown away with how well our Favor x Lashes bulls were received 
last year. The amount of calls, texts, tours, bids and support was truly 
humbling.  We feel very fortunate to find a black bull that has clicked so 
well with our black Lashes females.  He is attractive in his makeup and 
skull, is put together well, has a good foot structure and heel depth and has 
a nice hair coat. His dam is a moderate, good looking, structurally sound, 
good tempered female.  Our Lashes females are known for their longevity 
and fertility.  4C has had her 8thcalf this year, all who have been born in 
the first cycle.  
PARENT VERIFIED. HOMO BLACK. HOMO POLLED.  

HIGH BLUFF THE LONE RANGER 112L

ALLM COLOSSAL 25U FGAF MAGNUM 901Z  VIRGINIAS UPTOWNGAL

KOP FINAL DRIVE 33Y HARVIE MS WANDA 83A  CMS WANDA 923W

Sire Dam
PG1457152  •  POLLED  •  EGC 112L  •  FEBRUARY 11, 2023

CE 1.3  //  BW 5.5  //  WW 69  //  YW 98 //  Milk 33 //  MCE -2.1  //  MWW 68

Lone Ranger is a heavy haired, striking dark red bull with a great hip whose 
dam is 83A the original Wanda cow. For a glimpse into the remarkable 
breeding successes of this cow family, look no further than lots 72 & 88, who 
one could argue hold the top spots in both the bull and female pens. Wanda 
seems to have clicked well with some full blood genetics.  Lone Ranger’s sire, 
Magnum, is a full blood bull with 160 registered progeny.  Wanda has a full 
blood female in the first calver pen that we like a lot.  

LOT 77

HIGH BLUFF LEXINGTON 17L

LCDR WITNESS 541C LCDR FAVOR 149F  WS MISS SUGAR C4

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X EGC LASHES 4C  EGC LASHES 4S

Sire Dam
BPG1457020  •  POLLED  •  EGC 17L  •  JANUARY 20, 2023

CE 9.0 //  BW 1.4 //  WW 84.4 //  YW 128.2 //  Milk 22.3 //  MCE 3.0 //  MWW 64.5

77
bw

105 lbs
adj ww

830 lbs
adj yw

1264 lbs

76
bw

89 lbs
adj ww

807 lbs
adj yw

1316 lbs

DAM EGC LASHES 4C
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  •  SIMMENTAL BULLS  •

HIGH BLUFF LAURENCE 66L78
TJSC BOONE PICKENS 46C MADER SON OF ANARCHY 144H  LFE BS SHEILA 82A

SUNVILLE DRILLER  EGC DRILLER 62H  EGC GRAND FORTUNE 45E

Sire Dam
bw

89 lbs
adj ww

855 lbs
adj yw

1319 lbs

BPG1460027  •  POLLED  •  EGC 66L  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2023  •  TWIN

CE 8.2 //  BW 4.0 //  WW 86.9 //  YW 135.0 //  Milk 19.6 //  MCE 3.5 //  MWW 63.1

HIGH BLUFF LAWLESS 10L79
TJSC BOONE PICKENS 46C MADER SON OF ANARCHY 144H  LFE BS SHEILA 82A

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X EGC BLACK CHARM 155F  EGC BLACK CHARM 164D

Sire Dam
bw

95 lbs
adj ww

851 lbs
adj yw

1344 lbs

BPG1457116  •  POLLED  •  EGC 10L  •  JANUARY 16, 2023

CE 9.3 //  BW 3.3 //  WW 78.8 //  YW 113.2 //  Milk 23.3 //  MCE 3.8 //  MWW 62.7

Over here we are suckers for 
a herdsire with a cool look, a 
bull with some character and 
masculinity.  It’s something 
when we are bull shopping 
we always look for.  This Son 
of Anarchy definitely has an 
attention grabbing look to him.  
His front quarter character 
makes him a true attention 
grabber in the pen.  He’s a 
moderate, smooth made bull 
that we think would be a good 
fit in a lot of programs.  

LOT 78

We really love the look of our 
Son of Anarchy cattle, they’ve 
got that extra bit of “look on over 
here” style and oomf!  Lawless 
has a great look to him with a 
bit of extra stretch and grow.  
His dam is stamping them 
right and consistently doing so 
with a very similar son having 
gone through last year’s sale 
that sold to Hill Top Cattle and 
a female the year before that 
was our lead off Simmental 
that sold to Neil and Denise 
Carson. Lawless has a ¾ blazed 
face sister in the replacement 
pen that has been a favourite 
of everyone that tours through.  
We’re getting pretty good at 
saying “No she’s not for sale.”  If 
you want to see what we really 
mean, by a little extra look and 
style make sure to check out 
our Anarchy offspring.  
SIRE VERIFIED.  
HOMO POLLED.
HETERO BLACK.  

LOT 79

SIRE MADER SON OF ANARCHY 144H
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HIGH BLUFF LANTUS 73L80

Some things that we really 
appreciate about the Epic 
cattle is their docility, hair, 
calving ease paired with a ton 
of growth.  This is our 5th year 
of successfully using Epic as a 
heifer bull.  They are born the 
right size and a heifer can raise 
a calf that competes with what 
a cow can raise.  It never gets 
old watching an Epic baby up 
and running around the pen 
and nursing a few minutes 
after birth.  These are traits 
that we can all appreciate 
when raising cattle. His dam is 
a quiet, nice looking Playmaker 
x Red Lashes 77B daughter.  

LOT 80

WS ALL ABOARD B80 WS EPIC E152  WS MAJESTIC Z133

MRL PLAYMAKER 36G  EGC RED LASHES 103J  EGC RED LASHES 77B

Sire Dam
bw

90 lbs
adj ww

875 lbs
adj yw

1390 lbs

PG1457055  •  POLLED  •  EGC 73L  •  FEBRUARY 2, 2023

CE 10.0 //  BW 1.9 //  WW 92.9 //  YW 140.9 //  Milk 22.0 //  MCE 5.5 //  MWW 68.5

HIGH BLUFF LAZARUS 78L81

What a handsome lad this 
fellow is. The Epic stamp of 
hair, muscle shape and quiet 
disposition.  Lazarus started out 
at only 73 pounds and weighed 
in right around the pen 
average.  A nice combination of 
calving ease and grow.  His dam 
is a good looking Driller female.  
This was a friendly pair in the 
pasture all summer.   

LOT 81

WS ALL ABOARD B80 WS EPIC E152  WS MAJESTIC Z133

SUNVILLE DRILLER  EGC MUCHMORE 180J  EGC MUCHMORE 60E

Sire Dam
bw

73 lbs
adj ww

822 lbs
adj yw

1337 lbs

SG1457118  •  SCURRED  •  EGC 78L  •  FEBRUARY 3, 2023

CE 10.8 //  BW 0.9 //  WW 83.3 //  YW 126.7 //  Milk 21.6 //  MCE 6.3 //  MWW 63.3

SIRE WS EPIC E152
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HIGH BLUFF LINEAGE 164L82
R PLUS 5015C BLCC MR 5015C 289G  KOP MS TOUCHDOWN 170U

SUNVILLE DRILLER  EGC RED LASHES 153H  EGC RED LASHES 77B

Sire Dam
bw

83 lbs
adj ww

819 lbs
adj yw

1357 lbs

PG1457115  •  POLLED  •  EGC 164L  •  MARCH 6, 2023

CE 8.0 //  BW 1.7 //  WW 66.7 //  YW 99.2 //  Milk 19.4 //  MCE 2.1 //  MWW 52.8

HIGH BLUFF LAREDO 102L83
W/C LOADED UP 79C BLACK GOLD APPROVAL 71E   RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C

SUNVILLE DRILLER  EGC DRILLER 178F  EGC BEST WESTERNSON 124B

Sire Dam
bw

100 lbs
adj ww

756 lbs
adj yw

1338 lbs

PG1457117  •  POLLED  •  EGC 102L  •  FEBRUARY 8, 2023

CE 8.4 //  BW 3.4 //  WW 64.1 //  YW 96.5 //  Milk 19.5 //  MCE 2.4 //  MWW 51.6

Here’s a nicely patterned solid 
red bull from the Red Lashes 
cow family. We really like using 
the Bonchuk bull on our second 
calvers, he moderates birth 
weights, has nice colouring and 
leaves behind great females, 
there’s a reason the R Plus 
5015C (the Bonchuk bull’s sire) 
females were standouts in 
their dispersal!  He’s a well 
made, hairy bull with a quiet 
disposition out of a beautiful 
Driller female that goes back to 
our Lashes cow family.  

LOT 82

A Black Gold Approval son whose 
dam is a good looking Driller 
daughter with a bit of extra 
punch. I like the masculine 
head that starts this bull off.  
Moving back behind that front 
shoulder he has a nice pattern 
and smoothness to him.  
 

LOT 83

SIRE BLACK GOLD APPROVAL 71E
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LOT 84

LOT 85

LOT 86

LOT 87

HIGH BLUFF LASHES 132L

R PLUS VENOM 4006B MRL PLAYMAKER 36G   MRL MISS 4335B

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X EGC RED LASHES 77B  EGC MS MUCHMORE 72P

Sire Dam
PTG1457119  •  POLLED  •  EGC 132L  •  FEBRUARY 19, 2023

CE 8.5 //  BW 2.6 // WW 80.8 //  YW 121.4 //  Milk 23.7 // MCE 3.7 // MWW 64

High Bluff Lashes 132L is an ET calf out of our no miss female Red Lashes 
77B. A true matriarch in our herd that has excelled in our breeding program- 
every way you breed or flush her gives us a bull or heifer that tops the pen.  
Red Lashes full sister is the dam to lot 68.  She sure did a bang up job on 
her first calf!  This dark red heifer is poised to carry forward the tradition 
of excellence, making her a noteworthy addition for those seeking quality, 
performance, and a touch of championship heritage. 

84
bw

77 lbs
adj ww

672 lbs
adj yw

1061 lbs

HIGH BLUFF KADENCE 49L

MADER WALK THIS WAY 224B MADER WALK THE LINE 92J  IRCC DARLIN’ 613D 

KOP BEST WESTERNSON 119Z EGC BEST WESTERNSON 132B  EGC GENERALLEE 91X

Sire Dam
PG1457073  •  POLLED  •  EGC 49L  •  JANUARY 29, 2023

CE 8.9 //  BW 3.5 // WW 97.3 //  YW 138.6 //  Milk 26.6 // MCE 7.5 // MWW 75

Meet a powerhouse Walk the Line heifer who has the potential to make a 
significant impact in your herd. She is thick as they come while still keeping 
maternal flaire and style through the front. We almost didn’t part with this 
one as she is a reliable bet to produce an impressive set of calves in the future. 
Her dam is a moderate, nice uddered female that is becoming known for 
producing high quality animals, we’ve had two of her progeny through the 
sale and we have one of her daughters in our herd, who happens to also have 
a Walk the Line heifer in the keeper pen. 

85
bw

97 lbs
adj ww

776 lbs
adj yw

1157 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LASHES 159L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

WS EPIC E152 EGC RED LASHES 11H  EGC RED LASHES 3F

Sire Dam
PG1457025  •  POLLED  •  EGC 159L  •  MARCH 3, 2023

CE 8.8 //  BW 2.2 // WW 82.6 //  YW 125.3 //  Milk 20.5 // MCE 3.7 // MWW 62

Driller and Red Lashes in this pedigree, we love this combo and in looking 
through our last few catalogs you’ll see why.  It’s a recipe for docility, 
consistency and excellently structured cattle that commercial and purebred 
producers alike are seeking. We can’t get enough of our Driller females.  They 
are beautiful females that are easy to work with.  We think a lot of this heifer 
and expect great things out of her. 

86
bw

82 lbs
adj ww

741 lbs
adj yw

1122 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LYNETTE 109L

CDI AUTHORITY 77X SUNVILLE DRILLER   KOP MS BENGIE 6P

RUST BULL 66Z EGC RUST 122E  EGC GENERALLEE 48X

Sire Dam
PG1457059  •  POLLED  •  EGC 109L  •  FEBRUARY 9, 2023

CE 2.9 //  BW 7.2 // WW 79.1 //  YW 119.6 //  Milk 14.9 // MCE 2.6 // MWW 55

An impressive Driller female with lots of quarter and depth of body. We love 
working with our Driller cattle, they are so docile and have beautiful udders. 
Her young dam is a moderate female with a nice udder who had a strong 
solid red Driller bull calf in our 2022 sale. 

87
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

706 lbs
adj yw

1034 lbs
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HIGH BLUFF WANDA 99L

W/C LOADED UP 79C BLACK GOLD APPROVAL 71E  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C

NUG ROYAL RED 324A HARVIE EGC WANDA 49D  HARVIE MS WANDA 83A

Sire Dam
PG1457032  •  POLLED  •  EGC 99L  •  FEBRUARY 7, 2023

CE 5.7 //  BW 4.7 // WW 72.1 //  YW 102.2 //  Milk 23.5 // MCE 0.5 // MWW 60

Her dam is a beautiful cow with a gorgeous udder out of our Wanda cow 
family. A heifer that is easier to let go because we have a full sister to her.  
Her full sister had her first calf this year and she has a beauty of an udder 
as well. We purchased our original Wanda cow out of the Friday Night Lights 
Sale from Harvie Ranching, when we saw the foot under her we had to have 
her and we’re pleased she keeps this top tier structure strong through the 
subsequent generations. This is a high end female, we’ll be excited to see 
what you can accomplish with her, sky’s the limit!  

88
bw

102 lbs
adj ww

717 lbs
adj yw

1053 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LASHES 24L

WS ALL ABOARD B80 WS EPIC E152  WS MAJESTIC Z133

HARVIE JDF SPLASH 108B EGC LASHES 101J   EGC MS MUCHMORE 72P

Sire Dam
PG1457054  •  POLLED  •  EGC 24L  •  JANUARY 21, 2023

CE 12.2 //  BW 0.9 // WW 79.8 //  YW 117.2 //  Milk 21.6 // MCE 5.6 // MWW 62

This female goes back to our Lashes cow family who are some of our most 
beautiful females with incredible longevity and impeccable structure. In last 
year’s sale a ¾ relation to Lashes 24L, High Bluff Katmandu, was one of our 
high selling bulls to Niwa Ranching and we’re pretty excited to be using him 
in our heifer pen as well, his first calves on the ground look great! The Splash, 
Lashes, Epic combo is one that is hard to beat! 

89
bw

75 lbs
adj ww

717 lbs
adj yw

1053 lbs

HIGH BLUFF JEMMA 4L

WS ALL ABOARD B80 WS EPIC E152  WS MAJESTIC Z133

BLCC MR 5015C 289G EGC JEMMA 127J  EGC JEMMA

Sire Dam
PG1460451  •  POLLED  •  EGC 4L  •  JANUARY 15, 2023

CE 10.2 //  BW 0.8 // WW 85.7 //  YW 128.7 //  Milk 19.6 // MCE 4.8 // MWW 63

Jemma is a fine mix of calving ease and performance.  She is in the top 25% 
for CE, BWT, WWT and YWT.  We have really come to appreciate the calving 
ease and grow from our Epic cattle.  Her dam is a good looking granddaughter 
of Mr 5105C sired by our walking bull that is known for calving ease and 
dark red haircoats.  Jemma’s grand dam is an exceptionally beautiful Driller 
daughter that can be seen on page 35.

90
bw

70 lbs
act ww

805 lbs
act yw

1050 lbs

HIGH BLUFF LARA 71L

KBHR HIGH ROAD E283 MR SR HIGHLIFE G1609  MISS SR D1609

CIRCLE S LEACHMAN 600U EGC MS 600U 92J  EGC MS XTREME 102A

Sire Dam
BPG1457051  •  POLLED  •  EGC 71L  •  FEBRUARY 2, 2023

CE 13.1 //  BW 0.5 // WW 71.1 //  YW 111.5 //  Milk 25.6 // MCE 6.9 // MWW 61

A sleek black heifer with a distinctive blaze face, and check out her pedigree 
with the iconic 600U, the female producing legend, on her maternal side. This 
fancy lady catches the eye with her style and while she may not hold the title 
of the pen’s biggest performance heifer she’s a standout in her own right. 
Her dam is just getting going as a young female in our herd but her grandam 
has an impressive track record, she always leaves her calves with a money 
stripe and 6 of her last 7 calves have gone through the bull sale and the other 
being the dam of this fine lady. Lots of maternal strength deep in the roots 
of this heifer.

91
bw

66 lbs
adj ww

647 lbs
adj yw

997 lbs

LOT 88

LOT 89

LOT 90

LOT 91
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PAXHILL TURN KEY 9L

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062  ELLINGSON TURN KEY 0170   EA MISS BLACKBIRD 5054

HBH DISTINCTION 28D PAXHILL ELLEN 53F   HBH ELLEN 107D

Sire Dam
2345432  •  POLLED  •  PAX 9L  •  JANUARY 20, 2023

CE 5.0  //  BW 2.1  //  WW 71  //  YW 122 //  MCE 13.0 //  Milk 25

Here is a long bodied, smooth made bull with a lot of presence that just 
catches your eye when you walk in the pen. As you walk behind him admire 
that wide top and square hips all firmly planted to the ground with a great set 
of wheels. Top that off with the nice quiet temperament that this bull came 
by honestly from both sides of his pedigree.  This is our first year using Turn 
Key and we really admire that muscle definition, masculinity, and docility 
he brings.  I would try this bull cautiously on a few larger framed heifers or 
second calvers to start, his dam has always been a low birth weight, calving 
ease specialist, but Ellingson Turn Key really is a power bull and need to see 
which side of the pedigree this guy favours in that department. 
274 day gestation

92
bw

83 lbs

act ww
972 lbs

LOT 92

PAXHILL MINDBENDER 11L

S SUMMIT 956 BAR-H MINDBENDER 141D  HF TIBBIE 93U

MLG PIONEER 40B  RRAR FAVOURITE 7F   RRAR FAVOURITE 8D 1

Sire Dam
2307686  •  POLLED  •  PAX 11L  •  JANUARY 21, 2023

CE 9.0  //  BW 0.4  //  WW 53  //  YW 94 //  MCE 11.0 //  Milk 28

This is such a smooth made bull with extra thickness and a nice square 
hip, just the way a good bull should be built, making him a favourite of 
visitors from birth to the present.  His sire, Mindbender, is a curve bender.  
In two years of calving to him, we haven’t had a single calf reach 280 days 
gestation, which really brings the birthweight down and the calving ease 
up.  In my opinion this is a great choice for a heifer pen with his 81 pound 
birthweight and top 15% calving ease and birthweight EPD’s without giving 
up on performance, style, and maternal greatness.  Please note this bull is 
potentially a red carrier, we will try to get that confirmed by DNA prior to sale 
date.  271 day gestation

93
bw

83 lbs

act ww
904 lbs

LOT 93

PAXHILL FARMS BLACK ANGUS
Tyler Digby

Dropmore, MB
(250) 681-3270

paxhillfarms@gmail.com

It certainly has been a year to put a smile on the face of cattle producers this year with record high prices this fall 
and one of the most pleasant winters that I can recall…..I think I can say with a high degree of confidence speaking 
on behalf of the industry that we deserve it!  But as any beef producer knows, there’s always work to be done, the 
North American beef herd has shrunk considerably over the past several years and needs to be rebuilt to keep that top 
quality Canadian beef on the menu.  Maternal traits are always a good investment for the cow-calf producer, but in 
an environment of higher heifer retention rates they become even more important.  The selection of these six bulls 
from my yearling pen has kept this mind, ensuring every one of these bulls is out of cows with good udders, good feet, 
and docile temperaments with good mothering instincts.  

The bulls represented include one of my favourite maternal producing AI sires, Bubs Southern Charm AA31.  The many 
daughters of his retained in our herd have that picture perfect Angus udder, are deep sided with a nicely balanced 
disposition.  The Bar-H Mindbender 141D sons are a sample of the coupons from a group of 10 bred cows/heifers 
purchased from the Red Rose Angus dispersal sale in December 2022.  When I picked up the Mindbender semen that I 
purchased from that sale, Brian McCarthy was proud to tell me that in his opinion Mindbender would improve on all 
traits.  That certainly has been our experience when viewing his very stylish daughters that have great udders, feet, 
temperaments and overall structure.  

Ellingson Turn Key 0170 is a son of the very popular powerhouse Ellingson Three Rivers 8062.  In our search for a good 
power bull we looked at many Three Rivers calves but felt that he brought more frame size than we needed for our 
cow herd, instead we elected to use this son of his that is a little more moderate with some extra length.  We couldn’t 
be happier with the results, the calves we’ve seen off of him are very consistent, heavily muscled, mild mannered with unmistakeable presence.  

Ellingson Badlands 0285 is a curve bending calving ease specialist that I think is going to make a mark on the Canadian herd in the next few years.  We have used him 
primarily on heifers with no issues and are really looking forward to how some of his daughters develop into cows in the next few years.  

Please accept my invitation to come to our farm to view these bulls, their mothers, siblings, and half siblings.  I’m proud of the herd that we have built here and am 
happy to show it you and discuss which of these bulls is the best fit for your program.  We also have a large selection of red and black commercial Sim/Angus based 
females that will be available for sale by private treaty as replacement heifers this spring or as bred heifers in the fall.  
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PAXHILL MINDBENDER 3L

S SUMMIT 956 BAR-H MINDBENDER 141D  HF TIBBIE 93U

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040 RRAR ANNA 41F   RRAR ANNA 58Z

Sire Dam
2307680  •  POLLED  •  PAX 3L  •  JANUARY 17, 2023

CE 5.0  //  BW 2.6  //  WW 64  //  YW 111 //  MCE 10.0 //  Milk 27

This Mindbender calf exemplifies everything we’ve come to expect from 
this great sire, the short gestation, low birthweight, performance and style 
all backed by a package of great maternal traits…..and then you look at the 
bottom of the pedigree and see the Banknote dam….well, you just know 
this guy is going to produce some beautiful uddered daughters.  With an 
abundance of depth of hind quarter and a smooth gait I think this fellow can 
cover a lot of cows in a hurry to give you a pen of highly marketable calves, 
although I think it will be awfully tempting to retain most of the daughters 
given his pedigree.  273 day gestation

94
bw

80 lbs

act ww
934 lbs

PAXHILL BADLANDS 20L

ELLINGSON RIDER PRIDE 7282   ELLINGSON BADLANDS 0285  EA BELLS GIRL 7617

LAZY E EXCITEMENT 439A  ARY ERICA 839F  DJCC ERICA 2A 

Sire Dam
2330063  •  POLLED  •  PAX 20L  •  JANUARY 23, 2023

CE 3.0  //  BW 2.9  //  WW 61  //  YW 107 //  MCE 6.0 //  Milk 24

If you like cattle with some frame to them, this is the bull for you.  His 
Excitement mother was our heaviest cow at preg checking this fall at a 
whopping 1980 lbs while still retaining a lot of style and possessing all of the 
maternal traits you want in your cow herd.  His birthweight may look big, but 
in context, he was only 5% of her body weight. Take a look at the feet and legs 
on this guy, large hoofed and perfectly shaped, they will be able to march him 
around servicing cows for years to come.  276 day gestation

95
bw

98 lbs

act ww
940 lbs

PAXHILL TURN KEY 34L

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062  ELLINGSON TURN KEY 0170   EA MISS BLACKBIRD 5054

PAINTROCK TRAPPER PAXHILL BLACKBIRD 4H  ARY BLACKBIRD 603D

Sire Dam
2345436  •  POLLED  •  PAX 34L  •  JANUARY 27, 2023

CE -2.0  //  BW 4.5  //  WW 78  //  YW 138 //  MCE 6.0 //  Milk 22

Moderate framed power bull out of Ellingson Turn Key here, take a look at 
those weaning and yearling weight EPDs!  This is a bull to add a lot of pounds, 
thickness, length, depth and muscle to your calves to maximize dollars in the 
fall.  Look at him from behind and admire the depth of those hindquarters, 
the square hips and strong topline.  All of this and he is one of the nicest bulls 
you will have the pleasure to work with.  281 day gestation

96
bw

103 lbs

act ww
942 lbs

PAXHILL SOUTHERN CHARM 54L

SILVEIRAS CONVERSION 8064  BUBS SOUTHERN CHARM AA31  HICKORY HILL ERICA 009 

PA FORTITUDE 2500  HBH GRAND LUCY 141D  HBH GRAND LUCY 8B 

Sire Dam
2307703  •  POLLED  •  PAX 54L  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2023

CE 0.0  //  BW 3.3  //  WW 64  //  YW 111 //  MCE 5.0 //  Milk 26

This guy is built like a tank, just like his mother, who was purchased from 
HBH Angus as part of the group that started the Paxhill Angus herd.  That 
big barrel and good feet has been a hallmark of her and her calves over the 
years, in addition she has a wonderful temperament and great udder.  With 
Southern Charm on the top of this pedigree and 141D on the bottom, I really 
think this is going to be a bull to build a replacement heifer pen off of.
287 day gestation

97
bw

96 lbs

act ww
940 lbs

LOT 94

LOT 95

LOT 96

LOT 97

  •  ANGUS BULLS  •



KEYS BALLYHOO 104H

KEYS PROGRESSIVE 170Z KEYS BALLYHOO 77D  MISS KEY GORGEOUS 90Z

KEYS JAXSON 200Y ET MISS KEY BRANDY 65A  MISS KEY BRANDY 88W

Sire Dam
PMC816672  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 104H  •  MARCH 9, 2020

CE 11.4  //  BW 0.7  //  WW 72  //  YW 142 //  Milk 17 //  MCE 14.7 //  MTL 53

Ballyhoo stamps all of his offspring with a bit more of a rounded muscle 
shape and a great disposition.  The Ballyhoo cattle are good footed and long 
spined.  The first calf heifers have nice udders and seem to milk well.  He has 
spent the last few seasons walking at both High Bluff Stock Farm and Triple 
C Charolais. HOMO POLLED

A
bw

92 lbs
adj ww

813 lbs
adj yw

1560 lbs

REF A
HVA THREE THIEVES 66F

SHSH HD 14Y HIGH BLUFF BODACIOUS 78B  HARVIE MS GELLIA 12W

WHITECAP PLUS 179Y HVA WHISTLE 66A  HVA RUBY 166Y

Sire Dam
PMC748515  •  POLLED  •  HVA 66F  •  JANUARY 1, 2018

CE 16.1  //  BW -4.5  //  WW 44  //  YW 90 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 15.2 //  MTL 47

Three Thieves is a bull we bought a couple years ago to use on our 2nd  alvers.  
Since then we have used him very successfully on 2nd calvers and in our cow 
herd.  The first couple years of calving to Three Thieves all of his calves have 
been born unassisted.  Three Thieves is a smooth made, eye-appealing bull 
that leaves a very consistent set of bulls – attractive in their makeup, hairy, 
smooth made, and controls birthweight quite well.   He is a HBSF Bodacious 
son that goes back to ELH Ms Gellia 12W that was a real asset to our farm.  
She was a beautiful big volume cow that produced some exceptional bulls 
and females.  Bodacious is a HD bull that we really admired and he has done 
exceptionally well at Palmers with close to 200 animals registered off of him.  
On his dam’s side he is backed by HVA Whistle 66A a female that Carman real-
ly admired when we saw her. HOMO POLLED/CLEAN HEADED

B
bw

88 lbs
act ww

1030 lbs

HIGH BLUFF JJ 85J

CJC SYMBOL B1067P HIGH BLUFF GAME ON 78G  HIGH BLUFF BUSTER 176W

LT LEDGER 0332 P DRDLEDGERSTAR942D  JWX RED RUBY 942B

Sire Dam
PMC817943  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 85J  •  JANUARY 30, 2021

CE 8.6  //  BW 1.3  //  WW 73  //  YW 120 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 9.0  //  MTL 62

JJ walks the pastures here and in AB at MJT Cattle.  We retained an interest 
in JJ and we are sure glad we did.  JJ is a nicely made bull who is smooth 
made but well muscled and soft sided.  He has a tremendous amount of 
depth of body and natural thickness.  He has that herd bull presence, lots 
of nuts and a ton of hair and a nice big foot under him.  As an extra bonus 
he is about as good-natured as they come- a quality that he passes onto his 
calves.  JJ is backed by some of our favourite dams 942D is an easy keeping, 
big ribbed female with a good disposition and udder.  176W was one of our 
nicest made, most consistent, top-producing cows in our herd.  At 10 years 
of age she looked great, maintained her youthfulness and impeccable udder 
quality and had a great disposition.  176W was known to shorten gestations, 
which JJ himself often does. We successfully showed JJ at Agribition where 
he was Intermediate Bull Calf Champion as well as on the international stage 
as People’s and Judges choice at the International Charolais show.
HOMO POLLED/CLEAN HEADED

C
bw

104 lbs
adj ww

935 lbs
adj yw

1525 lbs

REF B

REF C

REF D

KAYR DEPUTY 716G

WCR COUNTY LINE 3132 P WCR COMMISSIONER 593 P  WCR MS BRAVO 399 P

JWX DOWNTOWN 7C KAYR COVERGIRL 716E  KAYR COVERGIRL 26Y

Sire Dam
PMC775495  •  POLLED  •  KAYR 716G  •  JANUARY 23, 2019

CE 19.8  //  BW -5.1  //  WW 68  //  YW 107 //  Milk 18 //  MCE 12.9  //  MTL 51

Deputy is a heifer bull that has been successfully used at Johnson Charolais 
for 4 seasons and High Bluff Stock Farm for 2 seasons.  What I first noticed 
about the Deputy sire group was the consistency in their growth, hair and 
disposition and was impressed with the weaning and yearling weights of the 
sire group.  First calf heifers that raise off-spring that can compete with what 
a mature female can raise is no small feat!  Deputy consistently sires calves 
that are the right size and shape for heifers.  HOMO POLLED

D
bw

78 lbs
adj ww

804 lbs
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SUNVILLE DRILLER 49D

NF TRUMP S582 CDI AUTHORITY 77X  CDI MS CROCKET 88T

R PLUS 2169M  KOP MS BENGIE 6P  KOP MS FREIGHTLINER 34M

Sire Dam
PTG1193605  •  POLLED  •  SVS 49D  •  FEBRUARY 2, 2016

CE 3.8 //  BW 6.7 // WW 85.5 //  YW 134.0 //  Milk 20.8 // MCE 0.7 // MWW 63.6

An Authority bull that goes back to the great flush cow KOP MS Bengie 6P.  
Authority is a deep bodied, heavy muscled beef bull with impressive perfor-
mance that brings a total outcross pedigree for Canada.  We are very happy 
with Driller as a breeding bull.  He is well made, travels exceptionally well 
and has a super disposition.  Driller’s progeny also have great dispositions, 
are consistent, very eye appealing and structurally sound.   Driller has an im-
pressive set of EPD’s.  We have been very impressed with the Driller females.  
They have lots of volume, great udders and are a pleasure to work with.  At 
8 years of age Driller still moved effortlessly and looks every bit the part of a 
great breeding bull.  This is Drillers last year of natural calves.   

E
bw

99 lbs
adj ww

861 lbs
adj yw

1495 lbs

MRL PLAYMAKER 36G

NCB COBRA 47Y R PLUS VENOM 4006B  IPU MS. TULA 104Z

MRL EL TIGRE 52Z MRL MISS 4335B  REMINGTON WISE GIRL 235U

Sire Dam
PG1268797  •  POLLED  •  MRL 36G  •  JANUARY 17, 2019

CE 6.3 //  BW 4.9 // WW 99.6 //  YW 150.4 //  Milk 24.5 // MCE 3.8 // MWW 74.3

Playmaker is a dark red Simmental bull who has a nice combination of calv-
ing ease and performance, backed by a solid set of EPD’s.  He is in the top 
2% for weaning and yearling weights.  Playmaker calves are born dark red, 
easily and have great get up and go when born.  We really like our Playmaker 
females in production. HOMO POLLED

F
bw

103 lbs
adj ww

794 lbs
adj yw

1468 lbs

WS EPIC E152

WS ALL-AROUND Z35 WS ALL ABOARD B80  WS LITTLE SISTER W37

GW RED COAT 099TS WS MAJESTIC Z133  WS MOTHER LODE W21

Sire Dam
PTG1237011  •  POLLED  •  SMX 152E  •  JANUARY 9, 2017

CE 13.5 //  BW -1.0 // WW 95.1 //  YW 146.5 //  Milk 19.5 // MCE 7.8 // MWW 67

After a few years of calving heifers to Epic he has proven himself to be a great 
fit in our heifer pen.  The calves have consistently been born the right size and 
make.  The Epic calves grow well and push the scales down hard at weaning 
time, having the offspring off of heifers easily competing with the cow off-
spring.  Our Epic cattle are deep bodied, soft made, hairy, have a dark red coat, 
and the dispositions on them are really good.  Epic has total outcross genetics, 
impressive phenotype, and a great set of EPD’s.  His CE, BW, WT and YT are all 
in the top 10%.  The Epic females we have in production are good cows. 
HOMO POLLED

G
bw

N/A
adj ww
N/A

adj yw
N/A

CCC MESCALITO 9038 P

WC BENELLI 2134 P ET WC MILESTONE 5223 P  WC LADY BLUE 0506 P

CCC WC RESOURCE 417 P WC CCC SWEETHEART 6166 P ET  BALDRIDGE SWEETHEART 7M

Sire Dam
PMC789825  •  POLLED  •  HBSF 9038G  •  FEBRUARY 1, 2019

CE 2.0  //  BW 3.4  //  WW 67  //  YW 125 //  Milk 25 //  MCE 8.6  //  MTL 58

Mescalito is a bull we found at Cody Cattle Company in Kansas and bought 
with Harvie Ranching and Kay-R Charolais.  Recently we sold the walking 
rights back to Cody Cattle Company.  Mescalito is a bull that we really admire 
for his power, presence, style and big time volume and hip.  A bull that has a 
great big foot under him and travels well.  Mescalito has sired a group of bulls 
that have a lot of style, presence, muscle shape and mass, natural thickness 
who push the scales down hard at weaning.  They are a consistent, uniform 
group.  Mescalito females are super stylish, attractive, feminine and angular 
with a lot of natural capacity and performance. HOMO POLLED

H
bw

N/A
adj ww
N/A

adj yw
N/A

REF E

REF F

REF G

REF H
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FACEBOOK • @highbluffstockfarm X • @HighBluff_SF INSTAGRAM • highbluff_sf

AIREY CATTLE CO
ALAN LANDAKER CHAROLAIS*

ALLAN POLLOCK
ASHWORTH FARM & RANCH LTD

BAR M 7 FARMS *
BEECHINOR BROS CHAROLAIS*

BRETT EVANS
CAMPBELL CHAROLAIS*

CARMICHAEL FARMING CO
CHERNOFF FARMS LTD*

CIRCLE C RANCH
CROCUS VALLEY FARMS *
D DOUBLE J RANCH LTD

DAVID MOFFAT
DOUBLE H FARMS 
DRD CHAROLAIS 

DWAYNE BURBACK
FOURTHLANE FARMS

GRANT REID
GREG MACMILLAN

HILLTOP CATTLE CO LTD 
HORNER CATTLE COMPANY

IAN GLASS
JASON NASH

CHRIS & JOANNE SCHWARTZ
JOHN BERTRAM

KATHOL SIMMENTAL RANCH & 

JAYDAWN FARMS
LEJ CHAROLAIS

LEONARD & JOYCE BENFIELD
LEONARD ZDAN
LLOYD HARMON

LONESOME EAGLE FARMS
LYLE & BETTY SALMON

M&J FARMS
MARC SORRIN

MIKE DENBOW*
MUNRO FARMS *

MYRON MICKELSON*
NA BAR CATTLE CO *

NIWA RANCHING CO LTD

OWEN ELIAS
PRAIRIE VIEW CHAROLAIS

SANDY SPRING RANCH*
STEENBRUGGEN FARMS LTD* 

TAYLOR FARMS*
TEREN & AMBER GARLINSKI

THOURET FARMS CHAROLAIS
TREVOR BAUMUNG*

TYLER POSTLETHWAITE
VANDEVELDE CATTLE CO
WATERGROVE RANCHES 

WHITE PEARL FARMS LTD
WRIGHT LIVESTOCK MARKETING

thank you TO OUR 2023 BULL AND FEMALE BUYERS!


